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Remember before air 
condition-
ing one of the mart 
popular
Items was the heed 
fan. Fun-
eral homes used to 
put them
out by the hundreds 
and you
could sit there tann
ins your-
self.
Same traffic expert should 
fig-
ure out who has the 
right of
way there at the 
intersection
by John Bowkees 
house. This
is a perfect setup for 
a whale
of a wreck in the event
 you get
two or three stubborn 
drivers
(Continued on
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Selected As A Best All Round
 Kentucky Community Newspaper
Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, July 3, 1970
SUNNY ANOillaiii . . Those are the first
 three words of to-
day's weathet forecast and this picture, taken Thu
rsday at about
1:30 p.m. shows that yesterday was no different
. The thermo-
meter at the Bank of Murray on the court squar
e registered
NO degrees for only about 30 minutes yesterday, bu
t It hovered
around 94 and 99 degrees practically all afternoon
.
Staff Photo by Gene McCutcheon
Dr. lois M. Byrn Recognized
For Smite As KOA President
At a regular meeting of the
Board of Directors of the Ken-
tucky Optometric association,
Dr. James M. Byrn of Murray
was recognized for his outstand-
ing service as President of KOA
from June 1969 to April 197
0.
The avant a handsomely en-
graved plaque, was presented to
Dr. Byrn by Dr. RM1201111 P.
Clifton, Bardstown, who suc-
ceeded him as president. I n
making the presentation, Dr
.
Chtton cited Dr. flyrn's con-
stderable scooinplishments dur-
ing his tenure as president, set-
tee among which was his pe
r-
sonal work and organization
al
ability in seeking passage of
legislation. which placed an op-




The trial of the Common-
wealth vs William Jonah Gib-
son, Jr., was held yesterday in
Calloway Circuit Court
Gibson was charged with ar-
son in the burning of the Sink-
ing Spring Baptist Church and
a dwelling house. He was given
two five year sentences in the





Rev. Daley Thanes= will be
the evangelist at the South
Pleasant Grove United Metho-
dist Church revival on Monday
,
July 6th. There will be a dif-
ferent evangelist each night.
Rev. Thompson will preach
on "Hope and the Redeemed".
He is presently serving as past-
or of St. John's United Method
-
ist Church In Memphis, Tenn.
Services will begin each
night at 7.45 The public is
cordially invited to attend.
Council of Medical Assistance
.
This Council advises both the
Public Health Department an
d
the Department of Economi
c
Security on health care services
for persons on public assistanc
e
and to persons eligible for me-
dical care for the aged.
Dr. Clifton further commend-
ed Dr. Byrn for tis selfless de
-
votion to the profession of op
-
tometry, for the countless hours
he spent in seeking legislatio
n
designed to provide better
roiTtaake- for needy Kentucki
ans,
and for his exceptionally 
pro-
gressive imel effective tenure 
as
President of the Kentucky 
op-
tometric Amociation.
Revival At Elm Grove
Set To Start Sunday
The summer revival at the
Elm Grove Baptist Church will
begin Sunday, July 3 with Rev.
R. G. Shelton, pastor of First
Baptist Church, Eddyville, Ken-
tucky as the evangelist.
Rev Shelton is the son of
Rev. T. G. Shelton who is well
kronen all over this area.
Rev. Shelton was born In
Calloway County and (graduat-
ed from Cornishville High
School, GeorgetownCollege and
So Baptist Seminary. Af-
ter greduating from college he
taught school at Concord and
Reidland.
He became pastor of the
Eddyville Church in 1958.
Services will be held twice
daily at 2:00 p.m. and 8:00
p.m. Aubrey Cook, Elm Graven
regular sing director will be in
charge of the music. Bibbie
Burkeen and Mildred Lassiter
will be at the organ and piano.
The public is cordially invited




West Kentucky: Seism and
bet today. Featly cloudy ton
ight
and Saturday with dance 
of
thundershowers late tonight end
Saturday morning. Warm to-
night but cooler Saturday. High
today 96-102, lows ton
ight 68-
76, high Saturday 85-60.
IXTINDEO OUTLOOK
Extended weather outlook for
Kentucky Simday through rues-
day:
Mrs. Pearl Byerly, 52, of
Route 1, Erin, Tenn., and form-
erly from Calloway County,
died Thursday afternoon at 4:30
p.m at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Mrs. Byerly is survived by
her husband, Earl Byerly, her
mother, Mrs. N. D. Boyd, Route
3, Murray, a daughter, Mrs.
Donald Crawford, It124 Kirk-
wood Drive, Min-ray, and a son,
Jerry Byerly, Route 1, Roger*
vine, Alabama.
Other survivors include a sip.
ter, Mrs. John MeNaly of Mur-
ray and four brethers, Orville
d and Reread Boyd, both of
Murray, Melton Boyd of Padu-
cah and Halford Boyd of Stan-
ton, Ky.
Mrs. Byerly was a member of
the Scotts Grove Baptist Church.
Funeral services are schedul-
ed for 2:30 p.m., Saturday. July
4, at the Scotts Grove Baptist
Church with the Rev. Leon Pe
nick mid Rev. Billy Turner of-
ficiating. Burial will be in the
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Nephews will serve as pall-
bearers.
The Max Churchill Funeral
Home is in charge of arrange
menta and friends may call
there until the funeral hour.
COURT HOUSE
I Court House offices will be
camped all day Friday, Jely 3,
and Saturday July 4. 
wishing to contact the Sheriff
may call him at home, phone
753-2641. Sheriff Steele said he
would be on duty throughout
the holiday period.
FREE PUPPIES
Eight week old, part toy col-
lie puppies are free to some-





A gospel meeting at the Fri-
endship Church of Christ will
begin Sunday morning, July 3,
and continue through Friday,
July 10. Services will be held
at 7:43 p.m. each night.
James Yates will be the
speaker for the meeting and A
T Moore will be in charge of
the singing.
An invitation has been ex-
tended to the public to attend
these services.
Murray State University will
be the site of the July 6 Bum-
mer meeting of the Council On
Public Higher Education — the
coordinating board for the eight
In lesii ures the upper 30e
and lower 60s. Highest temper. 
Sun-




Aura In the tipper Tris and low.
Mrs. Pegg Wilson
Attending Workshop _
Peggy R. Wilson, 1703 John-
son Blvd., Murray, is among ap-
proximately U teachers of adult
basic education classes in Ken
-
tucky who are attending a two-
week workshop through July 3
at Western Kentucky Univer-
sity, sponsored by the
of Education and the Division
of Adult Education, Deportment
of Education at Frankfort.
Mrs. Wilson is a regular tea-
cher at Carter Elementary
School and teaches adult educa-
tion classes at Austin Elemen-
tary School.
The workshop, directed by
Dr. Wallace Neve, director of
the Office of Continuing Educa-
tion at Western, is devigned to
provide in-service training for
*dun basic education teachers
who are teaching in both day-
time public school classes and
evening classes.
According to Dr. Nave, the
adult education classes are con-
ducted during the regular
school year in approximately
100 Kentucky districts. Their
basic objective is to help adults
finish high school, and enter a
vocational school or college.
SWIM PAK, T
A swim party for child
ren in
the first, second an
d third'
grades will be held Mo
nday,
July 6, from 1 p.m. to 3
 p.m.
at the Oaks Country Cl
ub The
charge will be 25 cents per 
per-
son, member or gues
t. Fox
more information call 7
53-8580.
GRACE JAMES, MEDALIST
Grace James was medalist at
the Oaks Country Club ladies
day. Vickie Shell got most putt
a,
Annie Knight most golf, 
Bonnie
Story high on number 7, Ed
ith
Garrison, most balls in p
ond
and Marilyn Adkins, low 
putts.
In takes At Point
To Cause Concern
New Pastor Assumes
Duties At St. John's
Baptist Church Here
it.,. C. riallmlantrlake has
&itemised the duties ais the nee
pastor of St. John's Ileptaf
Church
Rev. Timberlake is from Lei.;
ington, Tennessee where he at-
tended Montgomery High
School.
He and his wife, the Waite
Vtreil Washington of Brinkley,
Arkansas, are both presently at-
tending the American Baptist
School of Theology In Nashville,
Tennessee
Rev. and Mrs. Timberlake
have been in Murray for about




Tenneseee State Game and F
itt
Commission Director Fred W
Stanberry says levels of mer
oury polbution in MOW Ten
nes-
see lakes lewe reached th
e
point to cause "concern but
 not
Manna'
In some lakes, the Mercury
contamination situation is re-
portedly worse than In other
s.
A conference has been set i
n
Montgomery, Ala Monday to
&scum the problem, with are-
neuter emphasis on Pickwick
Lake near the Tennessee
-Ala-
betas border.
At Pickwick at Wilson Ra
e
Illeeir near Florence. Ala., 
and
-bathe Tennessee River 
below
Eientticky Dace authorities hav
e
reported finding fish contai
n-
Mg more than three tines 
the
.6 parts per million level 
be-
lieved safe for human ann
um
pike.
At other Tennessee Valley Au-
thority system takes, including
Cherokee, Melton Hill, Boone
sod Ft. Petrick Henry god i
n
the South Roston and lineme
n
Rivere smell amounts of meta
oury hineheen found in fish
samplest
Stanterry said Thursday that
state officials are "maintaining
virtually constant contact with
other agencies which along 
with
She game and fish commissio
n
are concerned that concentra-
tions of mercury have shown up
In analysis of fish samples from
Termeseee waters.
"Data has indicated a level
• mercury sufficient to mine
our continuing COODOITI, but not
alarm," he said. StanbesTY said
het if evidence is produced
showing mercury contamination
(Continued on Page Ten)
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Ledger & Times To
Be Closed For 4th
The Ledger and Times will
not publish on Saturday, Jul
y
4, in order that employees 
of
the daily newspaper may sp
end
the holiday with their famil
ies.
Inclications are that the down
town business area will be 
al-
most raaidly closed for the 
day.
A number of grocery s
torm,
both downtown and in 
the
shopping centers will be op
en
as several other bu
siziess
houses.
Parks and amusement areas
will be open for the day.
ON DEAN'S LIST
Cris Birdsong, daughter of
Colonel and Mrs. Elf Birdsong,
was inadvertently left off the
Murray State Dean's List pub-
lished in the Ledger at Times
last week.
The preliminary plans and
specifications for a new vocat-
ional school extension center to
serve the students in Murray
and Calloway County hate been
given approval by the required
agencies of the State of Ken-
tucky.
. Architect Pat Gingles and lo-
cal school personnel met with
the members of the Division of
Buildings and Grounds and vo-
cational education personnel of
the State Department of Educa-
tion for the purpose of review-
ing the preliminary plan;.
"State authorities we% well
pleased with the planning that
has been dope to date on this
project and gave their approval
to these plans with the corree-
non of some minor details."
Fred Schultz, Superintendent of
Murray City Schools said.
"This proposed vocational
siniool will contain a complete
4 Evelyn Jones Wins
Medalist HMS At
Calioway Wednesday
institutions of public higher
education in Kentucky.
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, univer
-
sity president and ex o
fficio
council member, said the 
10
a.m, meeting will include a 
re-
aommenciation by a coun
cil
committee to implement a 
"rote
and scope" study of Ke
ntucky
colleges and universities as 
dir-
ected by the Kentucky 
General
Evelyn Jones won medalist
honors at the Ladies Day G
olf
at the Calloway County Co
untry
Club Wednesday. Winner in the
low putts was Nancy Fandr
ick
while Jerilene Sullivan had 
a
birdie on No 1.
Poker hand was wog by
Jennee Hudson and melt-
by Jean Wilson.
Hostess for the day was
Eleanor Diuguid and a pot luc
k
luncheon was served it noon.
Ladies Infra City Golf
Meet Set For July 7, 8
CEMETERY MEETING
The annual meeting of the
Outland Cemetery will be held
on Wednesday, July 15 All who
are interested are asked to be
present or send tbear_costri-
birUons.
The first day's play will be
held at the Calloway Country
Club and play the second day
will be at the Oaks Country
Club. A social hour will follow
the second day's play and prized
will also be awarded then.
Evelyn Jones of the Calloway
Club is the defending champ-
ion.
All players will play 18 holes
(Continued on Page Ten)
FIRST DAY is NEW POSTS — Two key
changed hands Wednesday. Here Dr. Kenne
th
School, arid Dr. William G. Read, new vic
e
the faculties, check signals as they assume
man of the hiCory department, replace
s Dr
sident at Northern Kentucky State College in
of the physics department, succeeds Dr. 
Will
business suite including typing,
cffice machines, and account-
ing," Schultz continued. "In add-
ition, a distributive education
labonitory ind classroom are in-
cluded - in the business area.
Other areas included in this
school will be auto body, auto
mechanics, building trades, and
appliance repair.
"The school will also contain
two classrooms, two planning
areas, and an administrative
suite. The design is flexible and
will lend itself to future addit-
ions in the area of cosmetology,
drafting, and other trades."
"This vocational school will
contain approximately 32,690
square feet and is designed to
be compatible with the new
high school that is now under
crnatruction on the Doran
Road," the superintendent said.
"Finds for the construction
of this school ars not assured
at this time," Schultz added.
"Two hundred twenty-five thou-
sand dollars ($225,000) to aid in
the construction of this school
has been committed to the Mur-
ray Board of Education by the
State Department of Education,
and an application to the Eco-
nomic Development Administra-
tion requesting an additional
$190,000.00 has been made."
"The remaining funds to build
this school will have to cane
from local sources," Schulte
saw. _ —
Schulte oleo NM that Mee
petition for these vocational Mi.
tension centers is very greet
in Kentucky, and that the State
Department is on record as
stating that the $225,000.00 now
con:rented to the Murray ex-
tensioT center will be the Last
commitment which that agency
will make toward the construc-
tion of vocational extension
centers. The State will continue
to equip these centers and pay
all costs of aonstruction, oper-
ation., and maintenance of com-
pleted centers.
"It is hoped that theenitizens
of this community will realize
the need that our young people
have for a more comprehensive
educational program and will
not let this opportunity slip
from its gradpi:" Schultz con-
clu
pests at Murray State Urtiversity officia
lly
E. Harrell (left), new dean of
 the Graduate
president for academic affairs and dean 
of
their duties officially. Harrell, former ch
air-
Ralph A. Tesserieer, who is new a ince p
re-
Campbell County, and Read, former ehair
man
lam G. Nash, who has retired
Photo by Wilson Woalley)
I
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A-2C Leali Dell Hopkins, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Hopkins
was named as Airman of the Month at Andrews Air Force Base,
Washington, D. C.
Paulette Steele, Jan Jones, Greer Houston, and Paula Allbritten,
majorettes of Murray Junior High Band, are attending a baton
twirling clinic at Oxford, Miss.
Twenty-three boys of Woodcraft from the Hazel WOW Camp
attended a Cardinal-Cincinnati baseball game at St. Louis, Mo.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Todd of Murray Route Two are the parents
of a baby boy born at the Murray Hospital.
20 Years Ago 'rocky
LEDGER a TIMES FILL
• Captain Joseph G. Phillips of Murray has been named assistant
air adjutant general at Robbins Air Force Base, Ga,
The West Kentucky Cooperative Corporation is now serving
between 9,500 and 10,000 homes and farms in this .area, according
to John Ecid Walker, manager.
A Foct Hunt at the Hall McCiuston Camp on Cypress Creek will
be held July 14.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Brittain of Murray Route Two are the
parents of a girl born June 30 at Murray Hospital.
The marriage of Miss Gladys McKinney to Earl Tucker has been
announced by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. J. McKinney.
30YearsAgoThisWeek
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
Deaths reported are Clarence Bell, 38, of St. LOnis, who was
accidently killed, Mrs. Pearl Cooper, 49, of Lynn Grove, Mrs.
Polly Snow of Independence, Mo.; and Barbara Sue Farris, six year
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Farris of Roswell, N.M.,
formerly of Murray.
Joe T. Lovett was elected chairman of the Calloway County
Democrats succeeding J. N. Waggoner.
Luther Carson, owner of the Paducah Coca-Cola Company,
• announced Sunday at ttLe annual homecoming at ML Carmel
Methodist Church that he would donate $11,000 for the building
of a new church is memory of the Carson family, most of whom
are buried in the cemetery there.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Albert Stubblefielltilziuisville spent the
weekeod in Murray,
Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
Though an host should encamp against me, my heart shall not
fear. — Psalm 27:3.
We fear because we Imagine we are friendless. We really
have an infinitely powerful friend very near at hand.






By scrimping and saving, 14-
year-old Freddie accumulated a.
nest ep; of almost $400. One day
he spent the whole thing on a
shiny new motorbike that he had
hen eyeing in a store window.
A few dabs later, after a sober-
ing talk with his parents. Freddie
took the motorbike back to the
-
store and asked for a refund. The
merchant refused, but finally
had to else in when the mattes
was taken to court. The judge
reminded him that a minor has
a legal right to back out of his
contracts.
"Always." said the judge, "the
courts have attempted to protect
persons or tender years-from the
wiles of those who would take
advantage of them and from the
effects of their own folly."
This safeguard for the youth-
ful purchaser, this 'right to dis-
affirm," has been a part of Anglo-
American law for centuries. It
extends to anyone not yet of age,
which usually means anyone un-
der 21. In most states, it applies
even if the merchandise has been
damaged or destroyed—that is,
even if fi-t-tIt.lk had negligently
smashed up the motorbike in an
accident. His negligence, too,
would be considered a part of his
immaturity.
However, the right to disaffirm
does not apply to the purchase
of necessities, such as food, cloth-
ing, and medical supplies. A teen-
ager might be able to cancel a
purchase of costly, custom-made
boots. but not a purchase of
everyday shoes.
Furthermore, there are now
growing doubts about the whole
notion of a right to disaffirm. To-
day's youth, observed one court
are often more sophisticated than
:heir parents—hence less in need
3f special protection. Certainly
I isn't as easy to think of them
is babes in the commercial woods
when they are wielding a buying
r of perMpe"2 httlion dot-
ars per year.
Accordingly, in varying degree,
.tate legislatures have been get-
ing stricter with young people.
Dne way has been to hold them
fully responsible for certain types
Df contracts, such as educational
loans. Another war has been to
lower the age of maturity to IS.
Still another way has been to
deny the canallation privilege to
any youth who has deceived the
merchant about his age.
-The privilege may be used as
a shield to protect the (minor),"
said one court, "not as a sword




Cr Coffey of Somerset and
Jae Omer of Philadelphia 
ibenville Day Care Cen-
tiesiaelstirab Davis and Mike
bowery, both of Madisonville.
Marshall said students will
Urn from $450 to $700 during
-the summer employm ent period.-
with money earned to be used
Or educational erpease at Maar-
IV State during the next school
To cope with an acute shortage year,
of summer jobs for college stu-
dents, Murray State University
has expanded its federal work- "In most cases these students
study program to provide off- are marking in jobs related te
campus employment for 20 dig- their chosen ftelds of study,whke
ible students, not only benefits the student but
Tommy Marshall, scal oil- serves the community as well,"
cer for student financial aid at he added.
Murray State, said the univer- A federal government allotme.
sity has served is an agent to nt to the university provides tie
place students in six different per cent of the employment tics.
agencies. Agencies 2nd students ds, with the hiring agency pro.
working for each are Tiding the remaining 20 Per cud
Murray-Calloway 'County Pub- and some additional benefits.
LftrareoCinft Smith of Kirk- Rates of pay for the students
airy and Bobbie Brown of Louis- range from $1.45 per hour to
villa. $3.50 per ,houX.
Davsou Springs 4-H Club-Nor-
ea Clements of Paducah and Bon- Marshall said the program la
ale Va.ughn of Hawesville, being expanded at Murray State ,
Calloway Comfy clerk's office to take care of the increasing
-Francis Fenton and Daffoey Re- number of students desiring ste
nry, both of Murray. mmer employment. He added that
Murray City Park-Pam Brid- teoiLitive agency agreements for
greater and Davis Calvin, both of the next school year have been
Louisville; Roy Knightof Murray; :cached with the library, the
Ed Cheely of Stone Ridge, N.Y.; Calloway County clerk's office,
ferry 'Dawson of Schenectady, and the Murray city school syst.
N.Y.; Larry Coleman of Owens-
boro; Steve Lambert of Evans- Public or private non-profit
vale, bd., Brian Darling of St- organizations desiring infOrma.
anford, Coon.; Charles loiney of don about lee procram may von-
Irvingtoe; aed Terrance•Gold of tact the Student Financial 
Aid,
Seractue, Office, Murray State University,
Bear Creek Girl Soaut Camp- Murray, Ky., 42071.
ALMANAC
1-"TJgtsd-41resa international
Today is Friday, July 3, the
184th day of. 19,11-0tea 181 to
Usital
Funeral lose
GOING HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS?
13 KENTUCKIANS DID IN 1969
untie Otaud.Salary Sol Per All
• Lately dad has had a lot of time to think. As sure as dad
thinks- somebody's problems get solved. Dad is real concerned
right nest about the salary problem of most people. "Inflation
hes caned deflation," he likes to say. Dad is really smart be-
cause bean say things that don't roake much sense. Real smart
people can usually talk in such a way that you don't know what
they are saying, except when they feel bed and don't want to
think too deep, then you can understand them a little. I know
dad's real smart because I can't undermining him when he feels
hied When he feels bad he just grunts.-- -
Dad said that the salary problem wasn't anything to feel
bad over. All you had to do was find the solution. "The solu-
tion was so simple," he said, "So simple that he oeialdn't un-
derstand why others hadn't thought of it already." All the mail-
men would have to do to have more money would be to form a
"mailman congress". As a congress they could vote to raise their
salailes as often as they like and as high as they like. They
would never have to strick or get mad or feel bad.
Dad said that a "teachers congress", or a "truck drivers
congress", or a "garbage collectors congress", could do Just as
well as the mailman congress. If any of them got into trouble
all they would have to do would be to follow the example of
"current congress". With a solution so clear dad's feeling bed
again became People are so ignorant.
I'm little, but the next time dad wants me to work, Pm go-
ing to form a kid's congress.
follow.
The mood new. • o
The morning stars are
Mercury and Saturn.
The evening stars- are Venus,
Mars and Jupiter.
Draft age men in the United
States born on this date are
number 115 in the lottery.
On this day in history-.
In 1775 George Washington
assumed command of the
tontinental Army at Cam-
bridge, Mass.
In 1819 the Bank of Savings
became the first of its kind. It
opined with 80 persons deposit-
ing $2,807.
In 1892 workers at the
Carnegie Steel Company In
Homestead, Pa, went on strike.
It ended Nov. 20, 1892 after
seven guards and eleven
strikers and spectators had
been fatally shot.
In 1950 American soldiers
met the North Koreans for the
first time.
---
A thought for the dayi
French novelist Anatole France
said, "People who have no
weaknesses are terrible. There
is no way to take advantage of
ern."
ADVANCE GUARD
PARIS (UPI)- President Al-
bert Bongo of Gabon, scheduled
to visit France in July, Tuesday
sent an advance guard by
special cargo liner-an els'
phant, a buffalo, a panther and
in parrots.
Bongo laterals to present the
elephant, the buffalo and the
panther to President Georges
Pompidou, Gabon officials said.




My little car speeds away with a flash
and dives headlong into the world of giants,
into the merry game of -tag and squeak!"
now, I may be smaller, but Pm smarter,
I catch up and pass, when they stop for gas.
Big car doing eighty, not a freak,
when they see me do it, they talk for a week,
but let them talk all they will,
I catch up and pass. when they stop for gas.
Fastest part of a big car it — gas hand,
gas stations and gas, pollutin' the land,
gas stations and cars, lust full of sass.
but I don't mind,
I catch up and pass, when they stop for gas.
My joy is complete. that gas hand doesn't move,
the farther I go, the higher I look
down on hungry tanks,
hungry tanks are fast and smooth as glass,
but I laugh a lot,
I catch up and pass, when they stop for gm.
"That hand doesn't move," I said with a chuck,
could go on forever. I did not doubt,
oh! oh! I just ran out of leek,
my gas is out!
That darn hand was stuck!
by Thomas 0. Perkins
A Summer Night
Summer days are fen
But the best is when the day is done.
And the moon is high
When its time for bed you sigh
When you're tucked in,
You glen year eyes wide.
Then open the window.
And look outside.
The stars are shining so very bright
It makes the world seem too light
Oh! what a w,Nrld so Rey and free
And God made it all can't you see.
by Solidi a Pogue
Faxon School - 6th Grade
The Meuse
Last night while I was fast asleep,
A mouse crept up and hit my feet'
• I 'limped so high I lost-my breath.
The mouse squealed. out and said, 
hi'
I Mid, your going to die!
We ran and ran iii I ran out of breath.
Then he ran into a big black cat.
The last I heard was' big cry.
The mouse yelled out' I'm going to dig!
by David Rudolph
?mon School - 6th Grade
POT PENALTY CUT
•14 .• a• •••• •,•  • /Ole
WASHINGTON (UPI) -1 -
der a bill given final apprfool
Tuesday, persons blind gulltj
of using marijuana In the
District of Columbia will face a
maximum penalty of 10 days in
All and $300. The City Council
voted 5-3 to reduce lie penalty
ler marijuana use from a year
In tall and $1,000 tine.
City Ordinance
ORIMNANCE NUMBER 521,
BEING AN ORDINANCE DE-
CLARING THE NEED, NIXES-
EWE, DZIERAIRIZTY AND IN-
TSIWTION Of THE CITY OF
MURRAY, lIENINXXY, TO AN-
LIKLARErAIN CONTIGUOUS




&may WHICH CITY OF
MURRAY, KENTUCKY, PRO-
POSES TO ANNEX.
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE
COMMON COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OP MURRAY, SEENTUO
KY, AS FOLLOWS:
SECTION I: That is is need
arearasary and desirabli
the bilawing Asscribec
lends Lying adjacent and con
Opens to las prehont bouelar:
Emile of the City ad Murray
Kentucky, he sonezed to ink
City of Murray, Kiatudry, ant
became • peat thereof, to-wit:
AREA NO.
Beginning at • point on the
southeast earner of the In-
of Kentucky High-
way Number IN and South
leth Street; thence math
wilt South 18th Street to a
point on Johoson Boulevard;
thence mat with Johreson
Boulevard to a point on the
prannt city limits; thence
north with the preempt city
Ninths to a point on lucuat
Mayo; thence wem with the
present city limits to • point
on the southwest corner 44
the preeriat city blinks; th -, •
oe north with the present
city Linda to • point on Ken-
twig Highway Number 194;
thence west with Kentucky
Highway Number 94 to the
point of beginning.
ARRA NO. II
Beginning at • point on the
southwest comer of the le-
lersection of Kentucky High-
way Number 94 end So 18th
Snot; thence west 200 feel
to a point on the mouth right.
al-arey of Kentucky Highway
Number 94; thence south
pielikel with South ifith
Street to a point on the north'
property line of Gateabor-
ough Estates Suhrtviarion;
thence east to a point on
South 18th Street; thence
north with South 18th Streit
to point of beginning.
SECTION II: That is the in
Motion or Cate our Murray, Kee
tacky, to annex to City of Mar
ray, Kentucky, ea as to become
• pert thereof, the territory de
scribed in SECTION I hereof.
ADOPTED ON FIRST READ
ING ON Tua 11TH DAY OF
JUNK 1970.
ADOPTED ON SECOND





By: Hohnee Ellis, Mayor,
City of Murray, Kentucky\





EDINBURG, Tex. (UPI) -
Lack of adequate tornado
warnings is partially to blame
for the death and devastation
wreaked by the freak winds,
a self-taught tornado authority
says.
Dudley Lynch, 29, of HOU8-
ton, a former newspaperman,
has finished a book for laymen
on tornadoes after three ybars
of research, and interviews
with about 200 persons all
over Texas.
He warned that unless a
more efficient warning system
is devised, Texans will continue
to face tornado mayhem 150
to 200 times yearly.
"Getting a warning to peo-
ple - and then getting them
to act on it -- is particularly
difficult at night, he said.
Once people turn off their
radios or telivision and go to
bed, they's is almost no way
to warn thesis of impending
perjklynch said.
/‘`I think the telephone corn-
Imlay may he the answer, with
some form of warning system
that would sound an alarm
in the home," he suggested.
Lynch chided Weather Bureau
and disaster officials for being
so cautious of causing panic
that people often don't take
warnings seriously.
Lynch first became in-
terested in tornadoes while
writing for the Lubbock, Tea„
paper in an area often raked
by twisters. To his surprise,
he found no non-technical in-
formation available to laymen
on tornadoes in general or
Texas tornadoes in particular.






There are 1,997,870 class-
room teachers in public schools
in the United States.
More than 90 per cent of
California's San Bernadino
County is desert.
Urban areas handled more
than 50 per cent of the nation's
motor vehicle traf6c in 1969,
says the National Automobile
Club.
fl(1111141
FRIDAY - JULY 3 1670
idea of what tornadoes realk
do that they often take foolish
and often fatal delays to watch
the funnel approach. By then.
it may be too late to beck
shelter.
AM 7 p.m. Mon. thru Fri
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;* SATURDAY NIGHT, JULY 4th *1-
i FIREWORKS DISPLO
3
) * P -L -U -S 3
)
)
Mrs. Motels Barium, Rte. 1,
Darter; Mrs. Barbara Darnell
and Baby Girl, Rte. 7, Mayfield;
Mrs. Mary Roberson and Baby
Boy, 615 So, 90 St., MTS. Alma
Jackson, Rte. 1, Almo; Mrs,
Shirley Stalls, 108 So. 13th SL.
Mrs, Erie Ellis, 1606 CallowaA
lye.; Mrs. Myrtle Donelson, R te.
6; Mr. James Thornton, 1618
Calloway; Mr. Wallace (ham.
tiers, Rte. 3; Mrs. Nell Maness,
717 Murray Crt.
Buffalo Bill Cody was Fusief
tid so one of the original Pony
Express riders in 1860 at the
age of 14. •-•
3
Admission Saturday Night Only $1.25 Per Person D
= *
BIG FEATURES
NO PASSES SkTURDAY NIGHT
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out the New York 1
Cleveland nipped
10-9, Bostoo blanked
5 - 0, California
10-7, Oak- •
the Chicago White i
and Minnesota beat I
54 . 1
down John Bate- 1
the first grand siam 
i
his major league ,
set a club record by i
seven runs as
extended its record 1
to five with its
over St. Lents.
starter Carl Morton
until the ninth 1
needed Claude Ray- I
help before
his ninth victory 1
losses. Joe Hague I
homers for the 1
while Lou Brock and 1
chipped in with one
scored all six of
runs in the eighth












































































































































snapped a 1-1 tie andBuordog. with
relief from Dick




runners on first and




























































































































Briere Is able to
foods, tut has not
consciousness since










20, a rookie center for
suffered a
skull and a blood clot
and underwent two
of brain injury, at
stem, is at the seat of
the spokesmen
has been no
In his condition, but
been a general
he added.
when he regains full
it will take at
before doctors




































































































rower lug Carol Mann was nine
thoubider off today than the
dart she got toward her 1965
J.S. Women's Open golf chain'
ionship. But it wasn't enough




9s in the opening round of
9'70 Open in searing heat on
Muskogee Country Club's 6,210-
yard course Thursday. The 69s
Lied the first-round record for
e classic.
"I've got all the confidence in
e world in ray game right
," Miss Capon1 said after
opping a 16-footer on the 186
sole to save a par.
Miss Matkiz had been three
under until'Ehe suffered her
only bogey of the day on the
yard finishing hole winch
plays uphill all the way.
"I've been very poor in
opening rounds and had to
come on strong at the end," she
said. "'rhis is the best opening
round rill- played this y
scorewise and determination
wise."
Shirley Englehor n, who
played with Miss Mann Thurs-
day and also bogeyed 18, was
Just we stroke back at 70 along
with Sharon Miller.
And just another stroke back
were a host of golfers capable
of walking off with the $5,000
first prize. Kathy Whitworth,
the leading money winner of
the year and Sandra Haynie,
the tui, *sae in the ewen.
par bunch along with four-time
Women's Open champ Mickey
Wright. Others matching par
were Betsy Cullen, Peggy
Wilson, Gerda Whalen and 18-
year-old Janey Fassinger, an




NEW YORK (UPI) - Boog
Powell of Baltimore went to the
top today as the biggest vote-
catcher in the All Star
American League poll, slipping
by Bill Freehan, Detroit catch-
er, The Oriole first baseman
had 747,688 votes to 742,373 for
Freehan in the latest tally.
The hottest race for a
starting berth in the July 14
classic in Cincinnati continues
to be the private war between
Luis Aparicio of the Chicago
White Sox and Rico Petrocelli
of the Boston Red Sox.
Aparicio, 36, had the slimmest
of margins at shortstop, with
382,711 to Petrocelli 378,246.
At third base, Minnesota's
Harmon Killebrew led Balti-
more's Brooks Robinson by
60,000 and at second base
Minnesota's Rod Carew was the
leader, even though Carew will
miss the game because of an
injury.
There was no change among
the front runners four outfield
berths, with Frank Robinson of
Baltimore, Frank Howard of
Washingaxin and Carl Tastrzem-
ski of Boston leading. The next
three outfield hopefuls are
Minnesota's Tony Oliva, New
York's Roy White and Detroit's
Willie Horton.
The official results will be
announced on Tuesday, July 7,
and the pitchers and remainlos




NEW YORK (UPI)- Tbe
Professional Goiters Assoc
tion announced Tuesday that
preliminary qualifying for non-
members of the PGA Tour-
nament Players Division seek-
ing starting places in the
National Four Ball Champion-
ships will be held at Latrobe,
Pa, Country Club. The cham-
pionship proper will take place




and Canada will decide the
American Zone Davis Cup final
in Sao Paulo, Brazil, later this
month, the Canadian team was
Informed today. Cup officials In
Wimbledon, England, notified
the Caiadisas that the U. will
be played July 18-20 In the







LONDON, Ont. (UPI).- Gibby
Gilbert found his golf game in a
slump lately, so he called his
Own plersooal "dial-a-lesson"
service and the long-distance
advice Thursday helped him to
a course record 65 at the
London Hunt and Country Club
and the first-round lead in the
$125,000 Canadian Open.
Gilbert, of Hollywood, Fla.,
led by one stroke over 1960
Canadian Open champ Art Wall
and former Masters champ
George Archer, both at 66.
Gilbert's round Was seven
strokes under par on the par 72
course, which played to 7,168
yards.  
The top Canadian was Toron-
to native Gary Pitchford, who
now plays out of the Bahamas,
who was tied at 67, five under
per, with John Kennedy, of
Edgemont, Pa., in fourth place.
Bob Stone, of Independence,
Mo., was another stroke back
at 68, and nine players were
bunched at 69, including three-
time Open champ Sam Snead,
who was runnerup in 1969.
Tommy Aaron, the 1969 winner,
had poor front nine, with a 42,
and finished the round at 78, SiX
over par. '
Gilbert, the blond pro who
won the Houston Champions
tourney earlier this year and
has won $39,000 on the 1970
tour, missed the cut at the
Cleveland Open last week.
Worried, he picked up a phone
and called long distance back to
Hollywood, where home pro Joe
Gerlak answered,
"He can vitaiallausny games"
said Gilbert, `i• --Jan Drays
help, but it makes me think
better," he said.
The group of players at 69
included, besiees Snead, Don
Massengale, Kermit Zarley,
Larry Hinsort, Canadian Al
Balding, Jim Jamieson, Cana-
dian amateur Nick Weslock,












PITTSBURGH (UPI) - The
Pittsburgh Penguins announced
Wednesday that star seater
Michael Briere had regained a
"low level" of consciousness in
a Montreal hospital. Briere had
been in a coma since he was
Injured in a one-car accident in
Quebec last May 15,
---
TEARS LIGAMENT
ST. LOUIS (UPI)-Eric Har-
ris, third-round draft choice of
the St. Louis football Cardinals
and former defensive star at
Colorado, underwent surgery
Wednesday to repair a torn
ligament in his right knee.
Harris should be out of action




FAYETTEVILLE, A r k.
(UP!)- George R. Cole, a
former Arkansas   University
quarterback who has been on
the athletic staff for 36 years,
took over from retiring John H.
Barnhill Wednesday as athletic
director at Arkansas.
JONES STILL SIDELINED
NEW YORK (UP!)-. Outftel-
der Cleon Jones of the New
York Mets, who has been
sidelined with a pulled ham-
string muscle in his left leg,
came down with a stomach
ailment aed will not accompany
the team on their five-game
road trip.
JACKLIN IN D-J
UPPER MONTC LA IR, NI.
(UPI) - United States open
champion Tony Jackie' an-
nounced Tuesday that he will
mmete in The Dow-Jones oPeo•
Aug. 24-30. Jacklin, the first
Britisher to win the Open In 50
years, joins Jack Nicklaus
one the PGA tour's b'
Br azi names already announced for
exercised its right to the world's „richest golf event,




OAKLAND (UPI)- A judge
Tuesday set aside the suspen-
sion of world lightweight
Champion Ismael Laguna by
Use Calafornia Athletic Commis-
sion,
Attorney Raymond N. Bolton,
representing the Lighter from
Panama, said Laguna now is
free to fight anywhere under a
writ of mandate issued by
Alameda County Superior
Judge Leonard Dieden.
Dieden ordered the California
Athletic Commission and its
executive director, Robert Tur-
ley, to appear at a July 7
hearing to show cause why it
won't reinstate Laguna's
license.
He is scheduled to fight July
14 at Honolulu.
The commission suspended
Laguna and his manager, Cain
Young, on May 22 for allegedly
failing to ho returnbout
contract for the Lee Angeles
Olympic Boxing Club,
Bolton claimed that the state
commission suspended Laguna
and Young without a formal
hearing and, therefore, without
due process.
FISHING REPORT
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) -
The July 40 holiday svostesd
is expected to bring out a record
number of boaters on Kentucky's
lakes and streams, but the De-
partments of Fish and Wildlife
Resources today said the boat-
ers should not hamper fishing
"too greatly."
The lake-by-lake rundown:
Herrington - Bluegill good by
drift fishing off deeper banks on
worms and crickets; fair retch-
es of black bass by casting arti-
ficial worms off rocky points and
deep banks.
Dale Hollow -Crappie fair
early and late and at night; sca-
ttered catches bass .by trolling.
Cumberland - Fair catches of
aaroppie throughout the day, with
the best catches at night; fair
black bass in all sections by
casting and trolling; white bass
fair in scattered jumps.
Kentucky Lake - Bluegill ex-
cellent in lower part of lake;
fair black bass by casting and
trolling; below dam- Fair catches
of white bass and catfish.
L Barkley - Bluegill good off
s shallow banks and around fall-
s en treetops; black bass fair by
a casting artificial worms and me-
2 dam deep runners; clear and
5 stable at 84.
4 Rough River - Black bass fair
by casting off deep banks; white
bass by. jump fishing early and
late.
Nolin -Black bass fair by
casting artificial nightcrawlers
off rocky points; white bass fair
In jumps.
Green River Reservoir - Blue
gill fair by still fishing worms;
crappie fair around fallen tree-
tops and stickups at 6 to 8 feet.
Barren Reservoir - White
bass by jump fishing over flats
and by trolling; black bass on
artificial worms off points.
Grayson - Black bass by cast-
ing off rocky points and deep
banks; bluegill by still fishing
off deep banks.
Fishtrap -Scattered catches
of black bass by still fishing
minnows; catfish in upper sec-
tion.
Dewey -Scattered catches of
black bass by casting; fair blue-
gill in shallow areas.
Bockhorn - Crappie and white
bass good at nights on minnows
at 20 feet.
BUSHNELL STEPS DOWN
NEW YORK (UP I)- lesa
Bushnell, commissioner of the
Eastern College Athletic Con-
ference the past 33 years, will
step down from that post July 1
aad will be replaced by George
L. Shiebler. Previously %letter
had been serving as associate
commissioner of the ECAC, the






(UPI).- The final 20 qualifiers
will be decided today for
Saturday's Firecracker 400
stock car race at Daytona
International Speedway.
In the second day of
qualifying Thursday, R [char d
Petty of Randleman, N.C.,
posted the fastest lap of 187-514
miles per hour Is his 1970
Plymouth.
Petty won the No, 11 starting
position for the 40-car race.
The pole position for the
$94,280 race went to Cale
Yarborough of Timmonsville,
S.C., who qualified Wednesday
with a record 191.640 m.p.h. in
ihis 1969 MerCery,
The No. 12 starting position
was won by Fred Lorenzen of
Elmhurst, Ills who pushed his
1969 Dodge to a speed of 186.896
m.p
James Hylton, Inman, S.C.,
runnerup on the close Nascar
point battle to Bobby Isaac,
qualified 13th in his 1969 Ford
at 186.258 m.p.h.
Other qualifiers Thursday, in
order, were Dave Maras,
Wausau, Wis., 1969 Dodge,
1186,034; Donnie Allison, Huey-
ern, Ala., 1969 Ford, 185.394;
Bill Champion, Norfolk, Va.,
1969 Ford, 176.810; Elmo
Langley, Charlotte, N.C., 1969
Mercury, 176.187; Buddy Ar-
ington, Martinsville,
Dodge, 175,572; Coo Coo Marlin,
Columbia, Term., 1969 Chevelle,
171,148, and Frank Warren,
Augusta, Ga., 1969 Plymouth,
170.833.
Veteran Buck Baker led the
qualifying Thursday for the
Paul Revere 250 Grand Ameri-
can Race which will start the
July 4 racing activity at
midnight. Baker earned the NO.
5 spot with a speed of 102.446
m.p.h. in his 1970 Firebird.
PATS SIGN TOP
DRAFT CHOICE
BOSTO.N (UPI) - The Boston
Patriots today signed their top
draft choice, defensive line man
Phil Olsen of Utah State, to end
a lengthy disagreement over
whether he would play pro
football or go into private
business.
Olsen, 6 - foot - 5 and 260
pounds, agreed to terms with
Patriot Coach Clive Rush
during a brief Boston visit
while traveling across country
on his honeymoon.
The signing of their No. 1
choice made the Patriots the
first team in the new American
Conference of the National
Football League to sign all of
its 1970 draft choices.
Rush said that "through an
agreement with Olsen's family
and his attorney, neither the
length nor the terms of the
contract will be disclosed."
However, it was believed that
Olsen, a two:4,Une All-American,
had signed at least a three-
year, no-cut agreement to
become one of the highest
priced rookies in Patriot
history.
PRIMEAU SIGNED
Clarke Spoils Niekro's No
Hitter In Ninth Inning
By VITO STELLLNO
UPI Sports Vriter
New York Yankee second
baseman, Horace Clark, ha-s the
knask of breaking up no-hitters
in the ninth inning He did it for
the third time within a month
Thursday night and Joe Niekro
had to settle for a one-hitter in
pitching the Detroit Tigers to a
5-0 victory.
Second baseman Dick McAu-
liffe made an excellent play in
snaring Clarke's grounder but
he had to throw while falling to
the ground and it pulled Niekro
off the bag as Clarke streaked
across first.
"It was my fault," Meer°
said. "U I had stayed on the
bag, I would have had it. My
momentum just carried me oft
the bag."
Niekro also helped his own
cause by singling in two runs in
a three-run second inning, Jim
Northrup and Price hit solo
homers to account for the other
runs.
In other games, Cleveland
edged Baltimore, 10-9, Minneso-
ta beat Kansas City, 5-2,
Oakland drubbed Chicago 10-6,
California topped Milsaekse,
10-7, and Poston blanked
Washington, 5-0,
In the only National League
games, Philadelphia beat New
York twice, 6-1 and 3-2,
Cincinnati edged Atlanta, 2-1,
and Montreal outlasted St.
Louis, 13-10.
The Indians beat the Orioles
for the first time this year as
Ray Fosse hit a three-run
homer and Tony Horton hit for
the cycle.
Minnesota ma iDt2tned Its
four-game edge over California
In the West by downing Kansas
City to sweep a four-game
series. Tom Hall allowed only
two hits in seven timings before
tiring and Stan Williams
finished up. Harmon Killebrew,
Leo Cardenas and Cesar Toyer
homered for the Twins.
Gary Peters pitched a six-
hitter and Carl Yastrzemski
drove In three runs and hit his
10th homer as Boston blanked
Washington.
California erupted for five
runs in the seventh to beat
Milwaukee. Joe Azcue and
Roger Repoz hit doubles during
the rally. Tommy Harper hit
his 14th and 15th homers for
Milwaukee.
Tommy Davis collected three
tits to pace a 13-hit attack as
Oakland outslugged Chicago.
Reggie Jackson had a two-run
homer, his 11th, for the As.




NEW YORK (UPO -Jack
Dempsey, the former hea-
vyweIght champion, was pre-
seated- with a bronze medallion
in honor of his 75th birthday
Thursday by Mayor John
Lindsay,
In the ceremony at City Hall,
Lindsay called Dempsey
true champion and great New
Yorker? He then asked how
Dempsey stayed so fit.
"Just by walking a lot and
watching my diet," replied
Dempsey, who was 75 on June
24 but still looked more fit than








OAKLAND, Calif. (UPI) -
The Oakland Athletics have
signed Dennis Primeau, a
shortstop from St. Clair Com-
munity College in Livonia,
Mich., as a free agent. He was
the third choice of the As in the
free agent draft and was





• A variety of the best meats
• 4 kinds of vegetables
• Milk, coffee or icediea
JUST LIKE DINING AT HOME!
$9 00All For Only ads, for Adults
Children under 14 years .... $1.25
Children under 7 years 104 per year
KENTUCKY LAKE LODGE
AND RESTAURANT
v., mile west of Eggner's Ferry Bridge on Highway 64
In Aurora, Kentucky




LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO. SEE US 01'41-Ac.




The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.
We lend money to farmers and ranchers.
Nobody else. And the people who borrow
buy stock in PCA. That way, they tell us
what to do. They decide who is really going
to run our operation.
Its a great arrangement. We end up
being owned and operated by the people
who need-and use,---our service. So we
know all about their special money needs.
'R ,et, supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra
.-- help, medical bills, educational expenses.
And we know how to tailor repayment pro-
grams to their production and income.
over your money needs-any sea-
son of the year-with a seasoned money
pro:.the man at PCA.
Jackson Purchase f'roduction
Credit Association
Keys Keel, Office Manager








By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: You advised a flat-chested girl, "What
nature has forgotten—stuff with cotton." That may be all
right during the pursuit, but once they've agreed to
matrimony, she should shed the artificiality. The poor guy
may want a bosomy wife more than anything else in the
world [an immature attitude, but many men are immature].
The girl may have known this all along and deceived him
with "falsies." If you think this is ridiculous, it isn'L I've
seen it happen.
So on their wedding night when the bride is found to be
wearing balloons fun of jello, there's going to be trouble.
I agree, some things are better left untold, but when two
people plan to enter a relationship as intimate as marriage,
such "secrets" are bound to be found out.
I'm an old-fashioned guy and I don't believe in rehearsals
in bed before marriage, but I do think both parties should be
completely holiest about-what is natural and what isn't
before, as the young people say, the marriage is
consummated. •--• TAFT
DEAR TAFT: I find year "old-fashioned" attitude
refreshes& Hownver, est all girt: wear falsies in order to
deceive ail aeleap. fileme feel they leek better in clothes
with nibs caraea4
Ma belle with a brain In her head would present herself
as a MA/ beam, hobnail* sqp'bi the wedding algitt; sad
then "deflate" beeeelf—mel her disappointed groom. But N
site did, she deserves 6o be left "flat."
DEAR ABBY: My boyfriend and I argue about one thing
constantly. He says that if you love someone you don't have
to show it. I would like your opinion. KARLA
DEAR KARLA: If by "showing it" you mean putting on
a public demonstration, that doesn't mean a thing. one
▪ "Mews Wee" by treating soother With kindness, considers-
ties and understanding.
DEAR ABBY: Backing up your reply to the mother who
doesn't want her daughter associating with a little neighbor
girl because of the behavior of that child's mother: Many
years ago I tactfully suggested to my five-year-old son that it
might be better if he didn't play with a five-year-old neighbor
boy because that boy's homelife was miserable, he told
outrageous lies, used extremely bad language, his mother
was "suspect," and so on. After listening, my son said, "But
Mom, how will Billy ever learn to be a nice boy if no nice
boys will play with him!"
I was so ashamed "A little child shall lead . ."
MOTHER IN PORTLAND
DEAR ABBY: On Mother's Day I received a card, "TO
GRANDMA ON MOTHER'S DAY"—signed "from Cindy and
Jeff"—my two grandchildren, ages two and one. But my
daughter [their mother] didn't remember me in a special
way. Maybe I'm foolish for feeling a little put out, but Abby,
Mother's Day is the day for children to get a bit sentimental
about their mothers, and I've always enjoyed that holiday
above all others. Don't get me wrong, I love my
grandchildren, but they are not my children, and just
because I happen to be a grandmother doesn't mean I'm no
longer a mother. "PUT OUT"
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest Write to ABBY, Box 6,7110, Los Angeles, Cal.
me. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed ,
envelope.
Letter writing can be a breeze. For Abby's Wake,
"Hew to Write Letters for AD Decease's." send Si to
Abby, Box Mee, Los Angeles, Cal. NM.
SCOTT DRUG
1205 Chestnut Street
WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
for your Drug, Prescription -
and Sundry Needs










11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Adults  *2.25
Children under 12 _ _ _ _ s1.00
Al3OVE PRICES INCLUDE DRINK & DESSERT
...••••••"
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Mrs. J. B. Burkeen .
Candlelight Ceremony Unites Diana
Kay Cavitt And Kent Hale June 13
Mr. and Mrs. Kent Overby Hale
In an impressive candlelight
ceremony, Miss Diana Kay Ca-
vitt and Kent Overbey Hale
were united in marriage at the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ in Murray. Bill T'breet,
minister, performed the dou-
ble-ring ceremony on Saturday,
JUDI 13, at seven o'clock in the
evening.
The bride Is the eldest daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. N. Perry
Cavitt and the groom is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Norman D.
Hale, Sr.
A program of acepella music
was presented by a chorus un-
der the direction of Ernie Bob
Bailey and included Mrs. Tho-
mas Payne, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Bolls, Mrs. Webb Caldwell, Miss
Judi Morrow, and Miss Frances
Armstrong. The nuptial select.
lone were "0 Perfect Love," "I
Pledge All My Love," and "Fath-
er, Hear the Prayer We Offer."
The traditional wedding mar-
ches with words were used for
the bride's processional and ra
cessiorud.
The altar of the church was
centered with a brae§ fifteen
branched candlelabrum holding
white tapers. Two Grecian col-
umns holding beauty baskets of
 white gladioli, blue baby's
breath, and greenery decorat-
ed the altar. These were flank-
ed by baskets of greenery. The
family pews were marked with
small floral baskets.
Given in marriage by her fa-
ther, the bride was lovely in a
formal gown of white peau-de-
sole fashioned by her mother.
The dress of Juliet design had
en empire waist, fitted bodice
covered with Alencon lace; tiny
Isoe-covered bridal buttona ac-
cented the front from the Vict-
orian neckline to the waist. The
  long Juliet lace sleeves were
fitted at the wrist, flowing from
the waist was an all lace de-
tachable chapel train edged in
scallops of lace. Her bouffant
shoulder length veil was of silk
illusion and was edged in ap-
pliqued lace.
She carried a cascade bou-
quet of white and blue cerna-
tions, centered with a white or-
chid. Her only jewelry was a
gold piece necklace, gift of the
groom
Mrs. Edward Thomas served
as matron of honor. She wore
a formal gown of pastel blue
crepe of Juliet design similar to
the bride's. The empire waist
was accented with an embroid-
ered trim of blue and green,
and featured a slightly gather.
ed skirt Her headpiece consist-
ed of a matching blue crepe
Dior bow. Her shoes matched
her dress and she wore white
gloves. She carried a colonial
bouquet of blue carnations from
which blue velvet streamees
fell.
Bridesmaids were Miss Vicki
Cavite sister of the bride, and
Miss Kathleen Madrey. Their
gowns were identical to the
matron of honor.
The groom chose Edward
Thomas as his beet num
.111,- • .11.111
Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947
Pettlioy, July 1
j The Waiting Wives Club will
have a cookout at the home of
Mrs. Batty Lawrence at 6:30





Miles when illness strikes, a
family ckms not know where to
turn. A doctor is not available
the family may not even
have that every helpful family
physician.
Now, detailed guidance
comes i7 the form of a publica-
tion th4 offers help for filling
just ab4ut every phase of fam-
ily me cal need that may arise.
It inc des emergency aid infor-
mation, definitions of Illnesses,
foundations that provide low-
cost hospital care, camps and
schools for children with medi-
cal problems specialists for
rare diseases,- immediate and
inexpensive home-nursing ser-
vice, medical counseling , for
your family, rare blood sources
and special equipment for
-tome east.
Author is Jeasyca --Russell
Gayer, long a writer in the
health and medical field.
(Award Books).
• • •
The Senior Citizens Club will
have a potluck luncheon at the
Community Center, Ellis Drive,
at 12 noon. Mrs. Virgie Clark
will have charge of the pro-
• • •
Tbe Elm Grove Baptist
Church WMS will have a pear




The Boatwright Family Be
union will be held at the large
pt./11110n In the City Park. A
basket dinner will be served.
• • •
Monday, July 6
The Kathleen Jones group of
the %VMS of the First Baptist
Church will meet at 6:30 pm-
with Mrs. E. D. Shipley as boo-
tees. A potluck supper will he
served.
• • •
The Lottie Moon Circle of
the First Baptist Church will
meet at 7:30 pa. at the home
..ng Mrs. "17 T,
Tuesday, July 7
A general meeting of the
Woman's Society of the First
United Methodist Church will
be held in the school hall of
-----t-the church starting at 10 ant.
One safety rule of the road:
stop often to relieve tension
of driving. When sirTpping,
keep the children off the high-
way. Select established picnic
spots, if possible. • • -
Groomsmen were John Mark
Hale, his brother, and Keith
Burton.
The grandmothers of the
couple, Mrs. Curtis Overby,
Mrs. Virgil Nanney, and Mrs
L. M. Overbey, wore white car.
nations.
Mrs. C,avitt chose to wear for
her daughter's wedding a love-
ly dress of mint green crept,
with a full-cut matching green
lace coat. Her accessories were
white and she wore a corsage
of yellow roses.
Mrs. Hale, mother of the
groom, wore a semi-fitted dreg
of imported linen, trimmed at
the waiit with embroidery. She
wore matching accessories and
her flowers were white roses.
Keith Burton and John Mark
Hale lighted the candles for
the ceremony. Miss Julia Ana
Gaeta, cousin of the bride, pre-
sided at the register table which
held a floral arrangement of
white mums at the entrance of
the church.
Reception
Following the ceremony the
mother of the bride was hostess
to a wedding reception in the
Educational Wing of the church
building.
evening.
The table for the honored
couple was centered with a
lovely arrangement of whill
carnations, snapdragons, 
a 
baby's breath. Red napkins and
candles accented the white lin-
en cloths used on the tables.
The twenty-four guests were
members of the wedding party,
the immediate family, and chor-
al group. Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Tlunet, Mr. end Mrs. R. W.
Churchill, and Mr. and Mrs.
William Porter were also guests.
' The couple presented gifts to




of the First Baptist Choral will
meet at 7:30 at the Baptist Stu
dent Center.,
*
A new portable bar designed
res a space saver for the career
girl's small apartment or to
-een the business woman's ex-
penses down folds compactly
into a small carving case for
easy stowaway. Opened, the
bar reveals individual compart-
ments for a pair of bottles
and an array of equipment,
including two- polished alumi-
num glasses cocktail, two jig-
gers, chrome bartender spoon,
bone-handled opener and in-
stant cocktail mix.
(Ever-War. lee., Chicago) ..,
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Men Reported Now Accounting For 47
Per Cent Of Beauty Shop Clientele
By HELEN GIBSON
I,ONDON ( UP1)-- At first
glance, the Ginger Group of
hairdressers in the fashionable
London district of Kensington
does not appear unusual.
Toweled heads tilt flowing hair
Into shampoo basins and bell-
bottomed trousers and high-
heeled boots emerge from
below the towels.
It is just like a thousand
other shops across the city
where women sit passively
while beauticians curl and
comb their crowning glory.
"Lovely! Just simply lovely,"
murmurs an assistant as a
client pats at an elaborately
casual coiffure.
Then comes the shock.
The client has a head of
golden, shoulder-length hair,
bell-bottomed trousers, boots
and-- a very hairy chest.
Men Taking Over
"Men now account for 47 per
cent of our clientele," said
Richard Conway, owner-mana-
ger of the group. "But I
forecast that in the next two
years this will swing to 55 per
cent men-- the men are taking
over."
At his Ginger Group the
theme is "unisex". And, unlike
other hairdressers copying
idea, there is utterly no
separation of the sexes. Hus-
band and wife can meet for
permanents, while girl and
boyfriend are dyed together.
Originated by a pop music
group more than five years
ago, the Ginger Group later
'became official hairdressers
the Decca Recording Co. The
clientele, however, is not
restricted to music personali-
ties.
'We get all types— city
financiers, pop groups, film
stars," said Conway. "Wives
bring their husbands, girls
bring their boyfriends and now
e families come together."
They Love It
And, what is the reaction?
"The men love it, he said.
"They adore having their hair
done where women predomin-
ate. And, the women don't take
any notice. Everyone chats to
everyone else,"
Conway predicts that, even
though the long-haired look for
men may fade, women's
hairdressers for men are here
-for good.
"Barber shops are passe,"
said Conway, whose 40 years'
experience in the profession
once included the ownership of
43 beauty parlors. "Men won't
return to the mass-produced
haircut and women enjoy
having the men around."
Mq1111111111
Specialist 5 and Mrs. Max
Henry of Fort Hood, Texas, are
the parents of a baby girl, Tra-
cy Lynn, born June 30 and
weighing six pounds and ten
ounces. Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. George Robinson,
Route 2, Hmel and Mr. and
Mrs. M. W. Henry, Route 4,
Murray.
• • •
'Ile New York Convention
and Visitors Bureau says that
the Big Town has 16.5 mil-
lion visitors annually. Num-
ber one tourist attraction still --
the Empire State building, the







hostess can- help you
over the arimetrouget—
ting acquainted in new
surroundings and—make
you feel at "Home'
Sweet Home," again.
She will bring gifts and
vital information from
your neighborhood busi-





The bride's tea table carried law
out the pastel blue color scheme
of the wedding in using a cloth ir
of white overlaid with blue net. fie
The corners were caught with a.
ivy and held blue ribbon strea-
mers. The three-tiered wedding IT
cake was a creation of Grecian 13.
columns, iced in white with te,,
blue, cherubim, and two love
birds rested in a nest of blue If'
-ropes. The table appointments
were in silver and crystal. Cen-
tering the table was an import-
ed brass candlelabrum. A c17-
stal epergne held white mums, 13.
porn Pools, greenery and ivy,
accented with blue flowers. IT
White tapers burped on edits! II.
side of the arrangement. Sem
ing at the punch bowl was Milli 7
Susan Overby, cousin of the 
.
bride, and Mrs. Jerry Tarry, the 51,,
bride's aunt, and Miss Julia Ann
Cavite cousin, served the bri-
dal cake. They were assisted by
Mrs. Jackie Winchester, Mrs.
John C. Steele, and Mrs. Doris
Harmon.
The bride's gift table was
covered with a white linen cloth
and centered by an arrange-
ment of white carnations and
snapdragons. Small bags of blue
rice were given to the guests.
For going away, the bride
wore a pastel blue crepe
designed similar to her attend-
ants' gowns.- She wore navy ac-
cessories and carried the or-
chid from her., bridal bouquet.
The couple left for an unan-
nounced wedding trip and are
at home in ejortoneille, Ken-
tucky.
*sheerest Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Norman D. Hale,
Sr., were hosts to a dinner par-
ty at the Holiday Inn preced-
ing the rehearsal for the wedd-
ing of their son, Kent Overbey
Hale. to Diana Kay Cavitt on
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. =JED BY THE WINCHESTER NEWS BUREAU, 460 PARK AVENUE. NEW YORK. N.Y. 10022
MIGRATING SOUTH... Ducks Unlimited,- Inc., has taken an Important
step in furthering the conservation of North America's waterfowl resources
with the formation of Ducks Unlimited of Me‘ico.
Announcement of the new conservation grmlp was made recently by DU
presiden4 William P. Elser, who 'stressed the point that Ducks Unlimited
of Mexico will be a eompletely independent membership organization,-estab-
lished under Mexican laws. The group will be responsibl, for raising all of
its own conservation funds, which_ will be utilized for waterfowl projects
entirely in Mexico. ,
Nick S. Covacevich, a well-known sportsman and conservationist and a
prominent Mexico City businessman, will serve as prnsilient of Ducks Un-
limited of Mexico, Other, officers include vice presidishts itcrge De Heiredia
and Stuart Gikdred and secretary Phillip Patton. DU board., chairman
Charles B. Atten will act as chairman of a specially appointed liaison com-
mittee which, with the DU staff, will advise and counsel the officers and
Unlimited of Mexico in the formation of their fund-raie--,—.
ing and conservationvoject programs.
The Club Cana yOwe de Mexico, one of the country's leading sports-
men's groups, will be cooperating closely with the new organisation, and
Dr. Rodolpho Hernandez Corso, Mexico's Director General of Wildlife, has
-Offered his 11111 inipport.
In commenting on 'ton of-Ducks Unlimited of Mexioo,.Mr.
Etser state4, 'We arii extemely happy to see the enthusiasm- and-vigor-
which our friends in Mexico have expressed. I feel that the laiinehing of this
new organization and its programs will mark an important milestone in the
long history of waterfowl conservation on the North American continent."
NEW MATCH RIFLE. . . The Model 70 International Army Match Rifle,
latest in Winchester's series of Model 70s, has been introduced by Olin's
Winchester-Western Division.
--- Designer' f-6146—discerning lifiernational match shooter, the new bolt
action firearm has a heavy Contour 24-inch Winchester Proof steel barrel.
Its receiver is drilled and tapped' toprovide for standard Model 70 sights
and is set into the wood stock by means of a special glass bedding process
in which the glass forma to the exact contour of the receiver, thereby insur-
ing an absolutely perfect fit and ultimate accuracy.
The new model contains a fore-
arm rail that is equipped to accept
all standard Model 70 accessories.
Model 70 International Army Match Its butt plate assembly is vertically'.
adjustable and its trigger mechanism features a trigger pull that may be
easily adjusted externally.
Both the barrel and the receiver are coated with a special non-glare
finish. The American walnut stock has a military oil finish and is designed
to conform to International Shooting Union requirements.
In joining the Winchester Model 70 family, the International Army
Match Rifle retains all the quality features of its predecessors. These include
an anti-bind device that prevents over-rotating of the engine-turned\ bolt,
a stainless steel imagazine follower that substantially reduces cartridge
feeding friction, a black chromed steel floor plate, fluted comb and exclusive
three-position safety.
Offered -in 308 Winchester caliber only, the Model 70 International
Army Match Rifle is currently available at retail outlets at a suggested list
price of $385.
CHAMPION VISIT ... The Winchester-Western home office in New
Haven recently became a home of champions for a day when Jerry Koosman
and Ed Kranepool of the all-win-
ning New York Mets and defensive
end Gerry Philbin of the New York
Jets, the AFL's 'Eastern Division
titlist, dropped in for a tour of the
plant's facilities. The visit was set
up after the three athletes, all avid
hunters, had expressed a desire to
see how guns were made. Follow-
ing the tour, each of the boys was
presented with a Winchester Theo-
dore Roosevelt Commemorative
Model 94 Rifle. Looking down the barrel of his newly acquired firearm,
Kranepool, the Mets' slugging first baseman, remarked, "You don't take














En Kranepoe4,- Gerry PhlItion and Jerry Koosman chit
with winchester-Western employee Mary Brown
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LEXINGTON, Ky. — Once con-
sidered as a lowly scavenger,
Use catfish, as most country boys
have known for a long time, has
been discovered an important
food crop.
The new industry is just catch-
ing on in Kentucky, bet according
to a report by the National Geo-
graphic Society, catfish ponds are
already big business in Alabama,
mineinajppt, Ineeciena, Arkan-
sas, and Texas.
Changing to catfish from less
lucrative traditional crops such
as soybeans, peanuts, and toba-
cco, some 1,300 farmers in these
states have turned about 40,020
acres into fish ponds. In 1969
these farmers sold 25 million
pounds of fish and the harvest
is expected to double by 1972.
The NGS goes on to report
that catfish farming mates reae-
onable financial sense. Fish re-
quire less care, less labor, and
aside from fi-ehing privileges,
farmers can expect to receive
from 35 to 45 cents per pound
live weight when they raise, cat-
ch, and sell the fish themselves.
In terms of profit per acre, this
figures out to be about $280.
Catfish, however, will always
be more than an economic statis-
tic. The very mention of its
name occasions a return to nose
talgia - a return to memories
of barefoot boyhood days, cane
fishing poles, cans of worms;
and lazy summer afternoons on
the riverbank.
The bewhiskered quarry never
troubled anyene to tend a line.
It obligingly evmllowed the bait—
any bait—and waited patiently to
be dragged in. And oldtimers
along the Kentucky River, like
Huckleberry Finn, remember
some humdingers, some weigh.
log up to 100 pounds caught , on
trotlines.
Blue cats (Ictalurus fur catus)
share heavyweight honors with
the mudent, (P ylodictLs olivaris).
ideniifled by a sloping brow and
rounded tail fin, the mud-colored
mudcat may weigh 100 pounds
and measure five feet from tail
to whiskers.
Channel or spotted catfish (lc-
talurus peuictatus), often confused
with blues when their spots fade
with age, sometimes exceed 50-
pounds. They are the species
preferred by most farmers like
Roscoe Meadows of Clay City,,
and normally weigh from one to
four pounds at harvest time.
Slick, scaleless skin, small
beady eyes, and barbels — long
feelers resembling the whiskers
of a tomcat — identify the cat-
fish. In muddy waters, these
near - sighted creatures detect
food with their whiskers, Covered
with sensitive tastebuds, the bar-
bels probe the bottom of a lake
or river for such delicacies as
crawdads, snails, insect larvae,
or hooks baited with redworms.
The varied diet of catfish has,
become legendary among catfish-
ers who tell of hooking them with
watermelon rinds, stale bread,
pieces of leather, chicken liverei
catalpa worms, and even bits of
soap.
Aware of the scavenging habits
of catfish and also of the deplora-
ble, polluted state of most strea-
ms these days, many erstwhile
catfish eaters have long since
eschewed this pleasure. But cat-
fish pulled from a clean farm
pond is another story. In these
pure and unpolluted ponds. free
Murray's Largest and Most Modern Market
We Give Treasure Chest Stamps
OPEN EVERY 'MIMING UNTIL
MIDNIGHT






m parasites and disease, and
on protein-rich pellets instead
worms, crawdads, and water-
this new breed of catfish
reiated to murky river ances-
rs only by heredity. They are
clean, plump, and tasty, and an
emely nourishing food.
Catfish farming in Kentucky,
in several other states, could
a profitable enterprise to take
the slack occasioned by the
falling off of other crops.
LITTERING IS
STILLPROBLEM
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Utter-
ing of our highways and water-
ways is a problem with which
everyone should be concerned.
A few weeks ago this column
pointed out the beauties of new
Green River Reservoir and how
that beauty was. being destroy
BASS HITTIN 
ed by those who litter the lakeriG parking areas, and launching,
ramps.
IN TWIN LAKES
They do it unwittingly or de-
liberately and whichever is the
case is of little moment, for the
-litter is there and that's the
Largemouth bass are the best thing that hurts.
bet Sr fishermen in the Kentucky Following that column on
At Kentucky Lake early risers Green ,River, and it is not the
are taking bass on "walking type" only waterway being abused,
surface lures and chuggerk arote there was brought to our M-
ad the stump beds and grass flats tention a most flagrant viola-
that are near deep water. Good tion of the litteaing law that
catches are also being taken on occurs perhaps in every county
blue and purple plastic worms and alongside just about every
along the fallen treetops near the 'highway and almost daily.
mouths of the bays and pear the It is the dumping of exces-
old channel banks of the major sive garbage, Yes garbage, into
creeks and main lake. Big schools the litter barrels provided a-
taf small shad are showing up an long the highway intermittently
over Kentucky Lake and some for disposal of litter that may
white (stripe) bass are tieing have been accumulated by tour-
taken in scattered "jumps," The- ists or even local residents.
re seems to be an excellent shad Those barrels were designed
population this year, and that with good purpose in mind and
should mean some top "jump', for several years 
served that
purpose very well — until ir-
dividuals hit upon the barrels
as a catchall for the accumithe
tion of the litter and trash that
occurs around the house and
which should be disposed of
through the regular channels of
garbage disposal----------
Then in place of keeping high-
ways clean, as they are suppos-
ed to be, the barrels became
sites of heaps of garbage plac-
ed in and aroundlhe recepti-
ales, causing litter over a wide
area, especially if there was
something in the discarded heap
that dogs or cats might eat.
In that case even the bags in
which the litter was brought to
tne barrels are torn apart and
the garbage is scattered, giving
the once neat litter barrel area
the . appearance of a garbage
dump, which it actually has be-
come for some people.
The barrels were not meant
as a disposal place for home
garbage, refuse or litter. They
were' designed for the general
public as place; ta-crepasit the
small litter that occurs when
people travel.
But with the hope, perhaps,
of saving a small garbage col-
lection fee or as a convenience
for disposition of home garb-
age the barrels have been a-
bused to the -point that they
actually become eyesores.
Not only is therarea not pleas-
ing to the eye, but it costs the
taxpayers additional money.
The Highway Department has
the chore of cleaning up a-
round the barrels and hauling
away the collection of rubbish.
As the amount of refuse in-
creases so does the cost of haul-
ing it away.
And the persons who misuse
the litter barrels are subject to
action by the law. Kentucky Re-
vised Statute 433.753, clearly
points out that any littering on
public property is punishable
by a fine of not less than $25,
or mare than $300. If dumping
home refuse around the filled.
up barrels is not littering, well
then we don't know what litter
ing is.
Should an individual be in
terested in keeping the high-
ways clean and preventing gar-
bage dumps alongside the high-
ays, he can do something a-
bout it. If he should see an in-
dividual abusing the eureases
fishing in the next few weeks.
Scattered_ catches of crappie are
still being taken in Kentucky
Lake along the old river channel
at 12 to 15 feet deep. At Lake
Barkley bass fishermen are re-
porting good success with sur-
face lures and big popping bees
in early morning and late after-
noon in the shallow water of the
bays. Several catches are also
being made on white or pearl
Bombers, Bushwhacker-type spi-
nners with pork, and blue, green,
and purple plastic worms. Al-
though many of the strings last
week came from the embayments,
several catches reported the past
few days indicate the bass are
starting to move to the cooler
water off the deep points. The
water temperature at 3 feet is
'18 to 80 degrees in both Kentucky
Lake and Lake Barkley.
— — —
FISHING NOTES
Fishing activity has slowed
•n Kentucky Lake and Lake Bar k-
_ey the past week although the
first "willow fly" hatches of the
season produced some good blue-
gill fishing along the willow-lined
coves of the two lakes. At Ken-
tucky Lake scattered catches of
bass are being reported on sur-
face lures at daylight. Blue and
purple plastic worms are also
producing some bass along the
fallen trees and the deep points
Of the main lake. There is little
rappie fishing activity although
some big crappie are tieing taken
along the old river channel of
the main lake at 15 to 20 feet.
At Lake Barkley, small white or
pearl Bombers and plastic worms
fished off the deep points are
producing scattered catches of
largemouth bass. A few bass
are being taken in the early
morning boasts on surface lures
and at midday by jigging plastic
worms in the deep sticlnms near
the main take, The water condi-
tion in both lakes is clear to
dingy, and the temperature at 3
feet ranges from 79 to 83 degrees.
Nests are always the first to









New Concord. K) Phone 436 5496
of the litter barrels, he shined
call the State Police, the sheriff
of the county or, when it oc-
curs within the city limite of a
town, the police department of
that town.
Come to think about it, it
might not be a bad idea to call
them all.
It is only when the public
wants this practice stopped that
it will be stopped_
NAUTICAL
FIRST AID
In this dawning ,Age or Aqua-
rius, it is entire families that
"go down to the sea in ships."
Boating, in the last decade, has
grown to be a family sport.
In his role as captain, the
pater families keeps the craft
shipshape, the boat on course,
and the crew (usually a gaggle
of small fry) out of trouble,
The first-mate, otherwise known
as Mom, is in charge of the
galley and the first-aid depart-
ment.
While checking out-thinliirder
you should also make a close
check on the first-aid cabinet
aboard ship. Being prepared when
illness or accident strikes is
half the battle, since medical
assistance is usually a long way
off. Every boat, no matter what
it's size, should have a supply
Of the iblf6wing: several r
of bandage, adhesive bandages
and tape, alcohol, a sotthing,
medicated cream or spray, as-
pirin for relieving pain, seasick-
ness pills, an antisiVir, t
ers for removing splinters.
At Me' outset, Mom and Dad
should know how to handle cer-
tain problems that turn up when
boating. First, of course, is sun-
burn. If the burn is severe or
blistered, see your doctor, For
a moderate burn, a soothing,
medicated cream or spray appli-
ed after a gentle, cool shower
will offer soothine relief. Take
a couple of aspirins to retie
the pain. Light, loose do
will be less abrasive to sensitive
areas.
If the small fry pick up splint-
ers while playing on the dock,
carefully clean the area with
alcohol. Pick out the splinter
with either a tweezer or a need-
le that has been sterilized over
flame. Wash the area again and
apply an adhesive hapeaee.
Every ship should have this
hard and fast rule: each child
must wear a life preserver at
all times. It should be the appro-
ved type that insures that a child
mtiang into the water will auto-
matically float face up until he
is rescued.
All members of the crew, fur-
thermore, should know how to
administer artificial respiration.
The victim should be placed on
his or her back. Lift the neck
and tilt the head heel. Hold the
victim's nostrils closed, take
a deep breath and place your
mouth completely over the vic-
tim's mouth, so no air escapes.
Blow air into the mouth until
you see the chest rise. At this
point, remove your width and
let the victim -exhale. Repeat
about 12 times a minute.
ror infants and small child-
ren, place your mouth over the
child's mouth and nose. Babies
require only small puffs of air
from rescuer's cheeks. Repeat
20 to 30 times per minute, Be
sure not to tilt the infant's head
hark ten tar .
With everything under control,




„Our New Gun Department
Is Now Open!
All Makes of Guns
WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!
NA-CHURS
Liquid F.rtilirer
Sunstroke is another possibil-
ity, and it can be very danger-
ous., Symptoms are high body
temperature with flushed and dry
skin. Get to a cioctor as quickly
as possible. la the meantime,
you can reduce the body's tem-
perature by having the person
lie down in a cool place with
head and shoulders elevated. App-
ly cold water or ice to the head.
Wrapping in wet sheets or putt-
lag him Into a shower of cold
WSW Will also help reduce the
fever-
mePi 4Wein amem m
CHECK YOUR
CRUISING RANGE
When an automobile runs out
of gas, it can roll to a stop be.
side the road and the driver
can hitch a ride to a service
station. But, out on the vrater
one can wait and wait until,
hopefully, a tow comas along.
If you are accustomed to oper-
ating your boat on a small lake
near home, you're a prime can-
didate for running out of fuel
the first time you trailer to a
larger body of water, say the
boating experts at Mercury out-
boards. You're not cruieing con-
scious!If you were to go for a
ride with a veteran big - water
heating friend, you'd be sure to
notice the eagle eye he keeps on
his fuel supply.
Get  a good idea of how far your
boat will travel on a tankful of
teas before venturing off on am-
toitious cruises'. Obtain whatever-
kind of accurate maps or navi-
gation charts may be available
for your home waters and on
them search for Ways, docks
or other landmarks that, can be
used to pick off a courseof known
distance.
Take a joyride around this
course, starting with a full tank
and operate the boat at normal
cruising speed, with normal cru-
ising load aboard. Don't forget
that a strong wind or current
can add or subtract speed and
hence mileage while doing the
course. Upon returning to the
starting point, refill the fuel tank
to see how many gallons were
used for the distance you travel-
ed.
Usually pleasure boat fuel
ilmeage is less than you're accu-
stomed to in automobiles. Re-
member, in addition to pushing
it forward, your motor's power
has to keep the boat up on the
water's surface where it can
move along at a good clip. Fuel
mileage can often be improved
by boning up in your operator's
manual on throttle settings, pro-
pellers and engine speeds. For
long trips a tachometer helps
set engine speed right for best
economy.
Once on big waters, make sure
of distances to the fueling points
ahead. Always remember that
late in the afternoon, some gas
docks might be closed for the
night! This is one of many reas-
ons why It does not pay to figure
cruising range to the last traction
of a gallon — always allow some
reserve fuel for situations such
as this or changes in weather,
A wide assortment of extra-
range fuel tanks is on the market.
Your marine dealer can let you
browse through supply catalogs
to get an idea of what's available
and what would be the best way
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53 Morehead WKMR Ch. 313
54 Murray-Mayfield VI KMU Ch. 21
23 Owenton WKON Ch. 52
35 Pikeville WKPI Ch. 22







110 SESAME STREET. (C)
IA THE SHOW: Senator
Howard Baker, Jr. (R) of Ten-
nessee, is guest. Tom Rush
provides music. (C)
1:81 BOOK BEAT: "The
Pledge" by Leonard Slater.
(C)
130 KET SUMMER FES-
TIVAL (C)
MOO EVENING AT POPS:
Senator Edward Kennedy nar-
rates "Lincoln Portrait"
1100 LAW OF THE LAND: in-





BORHOOD: Teens play and
dance to native instruments.
(C)
7:00 SESAME STREET. (C)
MOO CORRUPT CITY: Story
of organized crime and cor-
ruption in Reading, Pa. (Cl
MN NET JOURNAL: Tocclue-
ville's America, A study of
the prophetic writings of a
young French aristocrat. (C)
IMO DISCOVER FLYING:
Crowded Sky: Noted attorney
F. Lee Bailey discusses con-
trol zones, and FAA duties
in corrbel towers. (C)
10:311 CALLING ALL • CON-
SUMERS: How to Buy Beef
Roast.
10:35 LAW OF THE LAND:







7 00 SESAME STREET. (C)
4:00 FORSYTE ;AGA: Two
young lovers fin i their fu-
ture threatened by the secret
past of their parents.
1:10 NET FESTIVAL: Mon-
terey Jazz Festival. Special
on the tenth annual Mon-
terey Jazz Festival in South-
ern California. (C)
10:00 FOLK MUSIC OF AR-
KANSAS.
10:30 FACES OF ACTION.
MOO LAW OF THE LAND:






741 SESAME STREET. (C)
OM MAGGIE & THE BEAUTI-
FUL MACHINE.
0:30 To be announced.





1000 CALLING ALL CON-
SUMERS: Buttermilk.
10:05 LAW OF THE LAND:






1:00 SESAME STREET. (C)
1:1110 WASHINGTON WEEK Eh
FIEVI•EW: A rouoct-tabie dis-
cuss...* of the week's news-
making events. (C),
1:31 NET PLAYHOUSE: Ros-
rnersnofm- Henrik lbsen's
story of a former cteryrnan's
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By ALBERT E. KAFF
TOKYO (UPI) — The people
who Made the Mitsubishi Zero
fighter plane in World War ll
are bringing Kentucky fried
chicken to Japan.
The intik.* combination was
annoenced recently by Ken-
7 fried chicken corporatioe,
the American Food Chain, and
3111subletti Shoji Kaistia, one of
the world's largest trading
firms.
Mitsubishi, hanriliog a line of
goods from lead pencils to
dynamos and super tankers,
and the Louisville, Ky., firm
signed a contract under which
as many as 400 Kentucky tried
chicken shops will be built is
the land of sushi and sake (raw
ftsh and white rice wine).
Mitsubishi Shoji Kaisha (Shoji
Kaisha means tractleg firm) is
a breath of the huge Mitsubishi
Zaibatsu house which manufac-
bred the Zero, one of the
fastest, lightest and most
maneuverable tighter planes to
Us& with the Americans over
the Pacific lelarets in World
War II.
Mitsubishi is moving into the
Kentucky fried chicken business
in Japan as a result of Japan's
gradual removal of restrictions
against foreign investments in
N ippon
Mototaka Nakamura, has been
ected as president of Ken-
tucky Fried Chicken Japan.
The new firm plans to open
00 to ZOO company owned tried
chicken shops throughout Japan
the company's trademark
of the Kentucky colonel.
If these shops are successful,  
equal number of franchised
ets will oe established, the
mpany said.
Food capital is flawing both
ways across the pacific One of
apan's Largest QdNese restau-
ant chaise' 11111i1MCed a few
weeks ago that it will build a
million-dollar Chinese restau-
rant in Dayton, Ohio, as the
base for further expansion in
the United States.
But the U.S. automobile
Industry, which considers Japan
as one of its biggest market
potsettAls outside the United
States, still is negotiating for a
chance to buy into Japan's
booming car market.
Although Japanese like their
fish raw and their rice boiled,
they are turning more and
more to European and Amen,.
can foods. Corn flakes and a
score of other breakfast foods
are manufactured in Japan
along with hot chocolate, apple
pie, hot dogs, hamburgers and
milk shakes.
Kentucky tried chicken
operates a booth at Japan's
Expo '70 in Osaka and claims
daily sales equivalent to $3,000.
The Expo shop is only one-third
as large as a chicken shop in




Albert co-host a three-hour
UNICEF telethon from Expo
70 in ()aka, Japan.
The restaurant business is
one of the latest to be opened to
foreign mosey—,-igt, Prime
Minister Eisake SiLte'S Conser-
vative Government.
"While most of the leading
restaurant chains have applied
for approval since the restau-
rant industry was liberalized by
the Japanese government, Ken-
tacky tried chicken is the first
American company actually to
gain approval, "Roy S. Weston,
managing director of the
Japanese oper alion, said.
The senior vice president of
Mitsubishi Trading Company,
UNFAIR BLOW
EVERETT, Wash. (UPI) —
James Bush, 15, Snobomia,
Wash., went prospecting with
his father and another man, tat
it didn't pan out.
While he was prospecting ma
Dicker man Mountain, a moss.
tam n goat butted him off a
ledge, leaving him stranded 50
feet below,
A search and rescue team
hauled young Bush out. He
suffered only minor injuries.
GOSPEL MEETING
July 6-11, 1970
SPEAKER: 0. D. McKENDREE
Song Director  'Nevi Penciorgross





  - 3:00 p.
 L. 7:43 p. m.
COLD,WATER CHURCH of CHRIST
kindergarten years, TViewers.
You've seen Mr. Phelps and his
"Mission: Impossible" gang. You
have y:atched Mannix jump
through windows and you've
followed the breathless adt'en-
tures of Inspector Lewis Ers-
kine and his FBI men. So much
for the preliminnries.
Now get rekdy for Lime
Link.
—Come this fart on AC-TV,
"Lancelot Link; Secret Chimp"
will be the newest Saturday
morning children's-show star —
and he's a chimpanzee. Not only
he. So is the rest of the cast
There's Mati Hairi. Baron Von
Butcher, Dr. Strangemind, Drag-
on:woman, Wang Fu and the
Duchess, each of them a villain
beyond compare except for Meta
Haiti, a patt-time actress and
good-guy agent — with more
than 28 changes of wardrobe,
already yet.
• • •
IT PROBABLY was only a
question of time, of course, 'be-
fore someone dreamed up arien-
tire Whew for chlnips Ernie Ko-
vacs often used a musical combo
of them, his famed Nairobi Trio
and Allan Sandler, who hereto-
fore has been known as one of
California's largest producers of
video commercials, was the
man An award-wInning ,pro-
ducer-dIrector, Sandler has his
own production' building on the
west coast and believes he has
an exciting" new concept" In
Lanct Link.'
While thgre'll be some lip.
•
FRIDAY — JUJIAt' 3. 1970
Television notes
NEW YORK I)--"Land
ot the Giants" willbe replaced
by ABC in the 7-8 p.m. S
spot in the fall by a new se
"The YOung Rebels." The per-
iod is the American Revolubon.
Four young 'Americans operate
as guerillas behind British lines.
Top player& are Rick E/y, Lou
Gossett, Alex Hendoff, PlWe
Forquet and Hilarie Thompson.
* * *
National Educational Tele-
vision outlets in the faU will
broadcast a British-made aeries,
"Civilization," thanks to • a
Xerox Corporation grant. The
13 hour-long programs deal
with the history of the western
world through paintings, archi-
tecture and music over a 1,600-
year span. Presentation begins
in October, and the series will
be repeated in 1971.'
• * •
Comedienne Alice Chosdey,
Broadway actress already well
known to video audiences, will
have & recurring role during the
coming season on "Mayberry
R.F.D.' on CBS. She will play
the housekeeper at the farm
home of leading character Sam
Joins, played by Ken Beery.
kir dates for the first two
"Hallmark Hall of Fame" spec-
ials on ,NBC next season are
Nov. 17 for the new television
onion of "Hamlet," starring
HicharkChamberlain, and Dec.
o for a ttpeat of 1969's "The
I ittest Ange1.7
• ..-..
Next April 4, ABC will tele-
cast an Easter musical fantasy,
-Peter Cottontail," an anima-
tion ,,how.
C..
CBS will telecast play on
late holes of the third and
fourth rounds of the $150,000
kmerican Golf Classic at Ak-
ron, Ohio, Aug. 8 and 9.
* • *
—Jack Gayer
'The consolidation phase now
taking shape is likely to
continue for a while," Standard
& Poor's Corp. predicts. The
company sees the market's
performance "under the stress
of heightened concern over
corporate Illiquidity (as) better
than...expected," However, the
firm believes "a major upside
move is unlikely over the near
future."
A BLOODY MESS—About dozen anti-war demonstrators
dumped several gallons of "blood" on the steps of the Mall
,entrance to the Pentagon In Washington, DC'
"IN CAMEOS: Lance Link
New Spy Shawls All Monkey Business
The character actor on the right here looks as if he's trying to ape Dracula, but
actually he's Dr. Strangsimin.d, one of the head villains in "Lancelot link: Secret
Chimp," this fall's big new Saturday a.m television show. The lady on the
left just has told the doc that she sem a short; squat clat& female in his future.
By MEL HEIMER sync conversation from the There'll b.zr no human beings
ALL RIGHT, you've had your beasts—human voices dubbed in the new series; -none at all.
to the movement of their lips "Only human traits," Sandler
—a good deal of the talk on the says -and thus we will see the
show will be voice-over nark- chimp eating spaghetti, putting
tion . . and Sandler hasn't together a model airplane, don-
spared the horses. He has hired Ding rubber gloves and folding
as scripters Stan Burns and a beach chair. Speaking of those
Mike Manners, widely-known human traits, there'll be over-
comedy authors who have tones of Dagwood Burnstead in
worked for KOVEkCII. Steve Allen. Lance himself.' In -his luxury
Jack Paar and Carol Burnett apartment, he has buttons for
and who between them did more everything—but the sliding wall
'than 30 of the "Get Smart- panel closes just as he gets to
• • • 
scripts. it and the phone shoots out of
the wall and bops him in the
THE CHIMPANZEE being stomach and so on.
the most intelligent animal ne .t About 35 per cent of "Lance
to man, the episodes will (-ill Link" will be filmed on•exterior
for the cast members to di, locations and .actua Isla as-
such reasonably human thinvs tate pf Baron MI of the
as dress, shave, drive, sew, e'it, hotel family, ts- for
cook, read, write and k T11. most of these ah 
There'll be plenty of Mack S• r •
nett-type chases but, accord:. 
"There will be no violence chtrpti." will in fact be part of
-Lancetot Link; Secretto a spokesman for the
weapons as we know them- r a one-hour Saturday a.m. pro-
guns, knives, bombs. kidna r gram tentatively titled • '"The
etc." • - . Secret Chimp Comedy Hour.'
Lance th'teheheArgoe, nrceyprt,.. o and also to be shown on It will
sen 
.p
be musical numbers by an all-
Prevent Evil. He is, the spokes_ chimp group, The Evolution
man says, cast "in the simian
Revolution and animated car
mold of Humphrey Bogart and 
toeing.. 
even sounds somewhat like Bo- Thus, conic September, we
gart." Living in a groovy bitch,, have to look forward to, a chimp
lor apartment, Lance win tw, getting his teeth cleaned by a
naturally. trench-coated, Hismr ,chimp dentist. chimps playing
posits number will be Barcirj, pin - the - tall- on - the-donkey,
Von Butcher, leader of CM chimpe riding and driving dune
M.r.,'"Or. Criminal Headquart••.1' buggitfia and even one chimp
for Underworld Master l' ,71. who looks and sounds like E'(
The' Baron will be mon,. t, Sullivan. Before it even pre-
German-accented and homl. mieres, it would seem to have
hatted and will ride in a B. s a substantial edge on Beverly
Royce. Hillbillies.
Distributed by King Features Sya: ata
Unusual Summer Act ivity To Be
On Television Screen This Week
By JACK GAYER
NEW YORK (UPI)— There is
some unusual suram.4., activity
on the television networks dur-
ing the week.
The tntoffUlts Brothers, con-
troversial stars on CBS a while
back, begin a replacement
chore on ABC, and the same
network presents the well-
known singing Everly Brothers
In spell Johnny Cash during the
hot months.
The same network has cover-
age of the U. S. Women's Open
golf tourney and the British
Open.
CBS introduces a summer se-
ries Sunday to replace Glen
Campbell's hour, brings back
"The Wild Wild West" for re-
peats and reports on finals of
the Miss Universe Pageant,
NBC begins a new series of




and Field Champions" on CBS
covers the- U. S. Women's
()Pen in Muskogee, Okla.
Ed Sullivan is devoted entire-
ly to the skating revue, "Holi-
day On Ice,"
- "Comedy Tonight" is a sum-
mer replacement for "The Glen
Campbell Goodtime Hoer" on
CBS. Comedian Robert Klein
headlines a show specializing in
contemporary humorists a n
topical comedy. Alan King, Rob-
ert Merrill and Shedly Berm
are among those on the first
program.
The ABC Sunday night movie
rescreens 1966's "An Eye For
An Eye," starring Robert
sing as a retired bounty hunter
who returns to action when his
wife and child are murdered.
MONDAY
Monday 'Theater" is an NBC
summer replacement that con-
sists of six half-hour, first-r
family comedies, occupying th
first half of the "Rowan
Martin's Laugh-ln" time, Fir
comedy is "Two Boys," story
of bow friendship between a
pair of 13-year-olds leads to fis-
ticuffs.
NBC's movie is "How To
Murder Your Wife", with Jack
Lernmon starring in this 1965
film of a comic strip artist who
seeks a way out of an un
marriage.
The ABC movie rescreens
1966's "Picture Mommy Dead,"
starring Don Anaeche and Mar-
tha He:er in a story about fam-
ily squabbles over inheritances.
The ABC "Now" documentary
Is "The Loyal Opposition", in
which three prominent Demo-
crats— Sea, Edmund S. Muskie
of Maine, Lawrence F. O'Brien,
chairman of the Democratic
National Committee, and Rep.
Henry S. Reuss of Wisconsin
discuss national and foreign af-
fairs.
TUESDAY
The CBS movie screens 1968's
"Panic In The City," starring
Howard Duff and Linda Cristal
In a story about a frantic
search for an atom bomb plant-
ed in a city.
ABC's movie rescreens 1969's
"Gidget Grows Up," starring
Karen Valentine,
NBC's "First Tuesday" de-
votes its "magazine" style to a
film about pets by Britain's
Lord Su3wden, a report on the
use of methadone to combat he-
roin addiction and a look at the
Russian buildup of Egypt's air
strength.
WEDNESDAY
"Johnny Cash presents the
Everly Brothers show" bows be
ABC as summer replacement
for Cash's own hour. Joining the
singing brothers on the first pro-
gram are Cash, Kenny Rogers,
The First Edition, Melanie and
Ike Everly, father of the troth-
er s.
NBC's "Kraft Music Hall" has
Sid Caesar. Edie Arkims and
Matt Monroe joining host D
O'Connor.
"The Smothers Brothers Sum-
mer Show" has its ABC pre-
miere replacing Engelbert Hum-
perdinck. The brothers are join-
ed on their new comedy-variety
hour by Nancy Sinatra, The
Checkmates and Harry Nilsson,
SDAY
Singer-ZThelader Tex Beneke
is guest star on "Happy Days"
for CBS.
The CBS movie rescreens
1967's 'The Yietian Affair,"
rring Robert Vaughan and Elke
Sommer in suspense drama of
international intrigue.
Chapter Five of the repeated,
"Survivors" drama series oms
ABC has Tracy Carlye's son
leaving home to live with
Wands.
-- --FRIDAY
"The High Chaparral" for
NBC Is "New Hostess In Town."
Victoria Cannon is captured by
renegades.
"The Name of the Game" on
NBC is "Ielatid of OW and
Precious Stones.". Mystery of
one of world's wealthiest men
who dies leaving small estate.
The CBS movie at 9 rescreens
"Havrall Five-0," feature tam
that inspired video series of that
title. Jack Lord stars as investi-
gator of mystery surrounding a
foreign ship,
"Love, American Style" on
ABC repeats "Love and The
Fly;" "Love and The Million-
es" and "Love and Double
rouble."
SATURDAY
ABC reports on play on th
final rouod of the British Open
golf tourney at Fife, Scotland,
The Ray Stevens Hour on
NBC features Mama Cass El-
liot and British singer Lulu.
NBC's movie rescreens 1965's
"The Glory Guys," starring An-
drew Duggan in a Cavalry-in-
dians western.
CBS preempts "tiannix" and
news for coverage of finals of
the Miss Universe Beauty Pag-




Free pamphlets on veterans'
Government life insurance pro-
grams are available at Veterans
Administration offices.
The pamphlets have been up-
dated and nearly one million
copies are available,
Each pamphlet contains a sec-
tion on general information about
National Service Life Insurance
policies. There are chapters de-
aling with designation of benefic-
iaries, optional settlements, and
total disatelity income provisio-
ns.
The pamphlets also contain
helpful hints for policyholders,
such as the suggestion that veter-
ans may have Government life in-
surance premiums automatically
deducted from their VA benefit
checks or from military service
retirement checks,
The VA stressed these pam.
pblets contain only general in-
formation and that specific infix
mation about individual policies
should be requested from the VA
Center where the veteran's insur-
ance ecor cis are kept. This would
be the place where policyholders
pay their premiums.
In contacting the VA for this
purpose, the veteran - policy-
holder should include his full
name, insurance We number,
complete mailing address for in-
surance purposes, and social sec-
urity number.
If a veteran does not know his
insurance file number, he should
provide VA with as much addit-
ional basic identifying informa-
tion as possible, including mili-
tary service serial number, br-
anch of service, andttateof birth.
••••
STUMPED BY REQUEST '-••
DENVER (UPI) — City
Purchasing Officer Simpson
Marcus was stumped Wednes-
day when he received a request
from a city department.
"I need help," "Marcus
admitted when zoo otficiaLs
asked him to purchase two
lowland gorillas. "I don't know
where to buy them."
- bee must visit abous.2,000 —
flowers to make a teaspoonful
of honey.




* FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH
* COUNTRY HAMS AND STEAKS
Private Dining Room (Call For Reservations)
a.m. to 10 p.m. 7 Days • Week
— J C GALLIMORE —
Plan Now To Drive Through
CANTERBURY ESTATES
Where You May Want To Buy
Your Lot or New Home
•
You must see the newly paved
street where all of unit one
has just been completed.
•
This development has everything for desirable living.
• WELL RESTRICTED






• CABLEVISION & TELEPHONE
• NO UTILITY POLES IN SIGHT
• CURBS AND GUTTERS WITH PAVED
STREETS
• CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
The property is perfectly located
for convenience and quiet residen-
tial living.
• Several new homes for sale,
but only,a few lots left in Unit
One.
• Or you may want to buy a lot
for the future in undeveloped
Unit Two and save.
Many nice things can be said for Canterbury Es-
tates, but you must see to appreciate.
is Contact
JERRY M. JONES or JIMMY RICKMAN
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WOW Hall - & Maple
Bible School 11:30 arn.
Worship Service  11:415 am.
livening Beryls  0:1111 Pm.
UNITED PINTACOSTAL
CHUItcH
New Concord on Hwy. 414
Sunday School  10:00 am.
Morning Worship  11:00am
















Training Union  






Me.rning Wens* 1100 am.
Kvening Worship 7.110 p.m
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
111 N. ruin Street
Worship Hour  10:30 a.m.
Elven.nor Service   7:00 p.m.
HAZEL EAITLSj. CHURCH
H. H. Wieehest.r, pastor
orehip 4/00
Training Utrion ... • • 4:30





Route 3 - Pottertows
Morning- Worship  11:00 a.m.
Training Union  :00 p.m.




Sunday Night Ferris .. 4:00 am.
HAYMAN CRAPRI.
A.M.Z. CHURCH
200 Hsi Mulberry Street
Worship Service   11:00 a.m
Evening Worship • • 7:00 p.m.
dRACIt BAPTIST CHURCH
South Ninth Street
Hostas Worship   111:415
Worship Service  11141
BLOOD RIVER BAPTIST




VIDE VU TO HIS
GAREN PLAIN CHURCH
OF CHRIST
liortibm Womtilp  10:45 am
liCvening Worship  7:00 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study  7:30 p.m.
IIT. LBO CATHOLIC CHURCH
401 N. lith Street
Rey. Harlin Nattingly, pester






Church School  1000
Worship Service,  Ii 00
SCOTTS GROWS BAPTIST
Worship Service 10:00 a.m.
Training Union   0:30 p.m.
ISICHANITEL MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH







Morning Worship  11:00 a.m.
Pr1ning Union 0:00 P.M.
Evening Worship Tit OIL 
LOCUST GROVE
CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE
Kirksey, Kentucky
Morning Worship








Morning Worship  10:46 am
!livening Worship  .30 p.m
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
CHURCH
loath DNS sad Glendale Road
--VS:SAE-Wyk, ••• 11:00 am.
etuaaay,hignt ...... .• 7:30 p.m.
JNYIEL11414EV CHURCH
OP elfRiST\,
106 North 16th Street
Morning Worship -. • 10•34_,..1.1.,
Evening Worship .. 6:00 P.M.
FIRST PUBSBYTERIAN
CHURCH
Charles H. Hertel*, Paster
Church School  3:30 am
Service of Worship .... 11:00 a.m
iSSIOVAIWS WITNESSES




 Watchtower Study . . 10:30 am














South 13th and Plainview
Sunday School  10:00 am




First and 'Third Sundays at 11 icrn
Preaching:





Test and Third Sundays 6:30 il-m.
Pinachtuf:
Sid and 4th Sundays at 11 am.
BT. 0011.3US EPISCOPAL
"CHURCH -
Main & Broach Streets
Sunday School  9:30
Morning Worship  10:30 IL.M.
Holy Communion Each Third
Sunday at 10:30
CHURCH Or JESUS CHRIST
OP LATTEEDAY SAINTS
Services held at 16th and Sycamore




Sunday School  10:00 A.M.
Morning Worship   11:00 A.M.




Sunday School  10 A.M










COla big old-fashioned water wheel! Round and round it turns and oh, how,
slowly! Sure, water belqw._the wheel has gone but water above the wheel still
possesses potential 'power that may influence the lives of millions. It is that
way with human life, too. The gigantic wheel keeps turning while life keeps
passing. "The wheels of the gods grind slowly but they grind exceedingly
well."0-fie generation mimes while another goes ...,1k600 souls gO-Offer the
wheel every hour. .. 86,000 every day. Stop right where you are! Think
of your opportunity! Act immediately! You have only a little moment to
make your contribution to the sum total of human goodness. Just what are
you going to do about it, sir? Perhaps you should join the increasing
millions who. are finding solution to their problems through regular church
attendant*. You may also find a better way to expend yOur potential for good.
ri;e21.7vi,
YOU It4 ME 
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TEM eel Maple Streets
Morning Worship
  1:46 & 10:60 a.m.
R1REIEY BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning Worship  11:00 am.
Evening Worship  1:30 p.m.
-11WHISOIHAI. ALF/19T" estrum
Mate Street at 10th
Sunday School  3:40 a_rn
Morning Worship  10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship:
(Sept.-March)  6:80 p.m.
(Aprtl-Ant,)  1:30 p.m.
NEW MOUNT CASHEL
MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School  10:00 am.
Morning Worship  11:00 am.
Evening Worship  6:30 p.m.
/LINT BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School  10:00 am
Morning Worsh to  11:00 am
Evening Worship  1:110 p.m
NEW PROVIDENCE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School  10 a.m.
Morning Worship  II am




  11:00 a.m. & 7:00 p.m
'SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
CHURCH
" 15th & Sycamore
Sabbath School  1:00 p.m
Worship Service  2:00 p.m.
UNION DROVE CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Sunday School  10:00 a.m.
Worship Service  10:60 am.




Morning Worship   11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship  6:00 pin.
NORTH PLEA/ANT 010,11
CUMERRLAND
Sunday School  10:00 a-m.
Morning Worship   11:06 a.m.
GOWN METHODIST
CHUSCH
Fleet and Third Sundays:
Iiinnday School .... 10:00 am.
Morning Service 11:00 a.m.
Second and Fourth Sundays:




Irina and Third Sundays:
Worship Servios :46 am.
asconSu d ayandSchrosulrth.. 1"0:y45
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Worship Service   11:00 a.m.
COLES CAMP GROUND
WIRTHODulT CHURCH
Hey. Jerry Laseluay, poster
Pinot Sunday:
Sunday School ... 10:00 am.
Second Sunday:
Sunday School . .. 10:00 a.m.




Womb!, S-ri,. • .•




BMW School  11:46 GAIL
Worship Hour . 10:40 am.
Evening Worship 4:00 p.m.
NEW CONCORD
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible Maass  10:00 a.m.
Worship & Preaching . 10.KP am.





Worship 11:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m
TNT einniew OF MOTT
CHRIST OsPAINLAT.TTHIR-DAY
Meeting held in the white chapel
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH




HARTY/ea CHAPEL WITTED •
METHODIST CHURCH




Morning Worship  10:46 si.m:
Evening Worship  6:00 p.m
CHRISTIAN merman%
SERVICE*
Twiner Ave. and 17th Street
Illenday  11:00 a.m.
Sunday Scheel  11:00 a.m. I" ,1
SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School  10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship . .  11:00 am.




Morning Worship . . . . 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship  5:30 p.m.
CHERRY coRNICIS RAPT/1M
CHURCH
Sunday School  15 La.
Morning Worship  11. H.
Evening Worship  f p.m.
11011ANUEL LUTHERAN +O.
CHURCH IOW
16th & Main 'Jed
Sunday School " 3:15 &JO. ......-
Morning Worship  10:30 amit.--44015.
Stokes Tractor & Implement Co.
Massity-Ferguson Sales & Service
Industrial Road Phone 753-1319
Max H. Churchill Funeral Home
"The Friendly Funeral Horne"
24 Hr. Ambulance Service - Oxygen Equipped
311 No. 4th Street Phone 753-4612
®00
Murray Wholesale




MaYfield Highway 121 Phone 753-5200
K04114(11 fried elsiekat
"Ws Finger Likin' Good"
Pres Delivery ea Orders of S2.88 or More
Try Our Delicious Beef & Ham Sandwich
Sycamore at 12th Call In Orders 753-7101
Holiday Inn
After Church Try Our Sunday Buffett
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.











Your Unl•Royal Tire Dealer
1105 Pogue iBlock E. of S 12th - Phone 753-1489
Boone's Incorporated
The amnia That's Interested In You
IV
Mack & Mack
Authorised Mercury Outboard Metsws Deekar
d Aluminum Boat RepairFiberglass an 
Seise old Service • Special




Johnson M ' Your otors Dealer
Sales, Parts, Service. Complete Boating Supplies
94 E. at Murray Bait Co. Phone 753 3734
Kentucky Lake Lodge
Restaurant
F resh Ky. Lake Fish Dinners
Rate to Church Parties of 15 or Over
Open 7 Days A Week from 3 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Aurora Rd. on Hw> 51 Ph. 474-2259
Murray Livestock Company
Sale Every Tuesday at 1 p.m. - Ph. 153-5334
Robert Young Herman K. Ellis
Wm E Dodson - J. W. Young
Storey's Food Giant
Bel Air Shopping Center
-_---
The Hitching Post • '
See The Old Country titers
Mlle West of Kenlake State Park
AuevaRd. - Rt. 1 Hardin. Ky. — Ph. 492-311115.
--
Ue iii Charlie's Restaurant
— Famous Fish Dinners
On Hwy. 68 at Aurora Phone .174-ne
tAotors -
Cain & Treas Motor Sales
Ambassador - Rebel - Hornet
Top Quality Used Caws
Five Points Phone 753-6448
, ,,,, Shirley Floristv.. --
-
\ .,,,,1 Flowers for All OCUISINIS
. --.• Member F.T.D.
502 N. 4th St. 753-3251_
West Side Beauty Shop
Irene Ray - Owner
"Your Complete Beauty Service"
Wigs - Wiglefe- - Falls
104 N. 15th (across from Adm. Bldg.) 753-3344
Claude Vaughn
ConditioningPlumbing, Heating and Air  
Commercial and Residential — Sales & Service
Repairs & Installation — Ges & Sewer
501 N. 4th Phone 75341111
...,•!.....111i
Grecian Steak House - - -----
TOM ANDREWS YOUR HOST
Steaks - Chops - Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Men., Sirloin Steak - Ti..., Ribeye Steak
Wed, Ground Sirloin- Tkurs, Chicken - Fri. Fish
No. 12th Ext. 641 - Call In Orders to 753-4419
..41:.- Guy Spann,i 411%-
. e Real Estate Agency
e
, ,* 518 W. Main Phone 753 7724
Residential - Commercial Fawn — Building Lela
and Lake Property — Buying - Selling • Leasing
-
Corvette Lancet lie*
howling At its Best — Fine Food
1415 Main Street Phone 753 2202
Roberts Realty
Hoyt Roberts - Realtors - Rey RobertsSpecials:
Phone 753-1651 505 W. Main - Nite 753-3924
Holiday Restaurant





Adams Ornamental Iron and- . Welding
., Hugh Adams (rwner .
._Pertable Servke - Custom Wrought Iron
Fabrication and Repair
Main & Industrial Road Phone 733-1378
Palace Drive-In
Five Points Phone 753 7992
Daniel Boone Chicken 'N Beef
D 
Fish - Shrimp. Favorites in Pies
rive-in Window & Carry Out Service
' Del. Orders
Chestnut St. (next to Capri) - Call in to 753-4334
Open All steer —5:00 a.m. I. 9:811 p.m.
Aurora. Ky. Phone 474-2228
Murray Auto Parts
Rebuilt Engines & Transmissions - Radiators
Repaired - A Complete Ports Deportment
ON Maple Street Ptscoe 7534424
11
ileal's Tune-Up & Carburetor_ . _ Service
Lifetime Muffler Installation & Service
Tailpipes Made to Order for Cars arid Beats
North 4th Street Phone 753-8119
a
Murray Warehouse Corp. Inc.
Grain Division
Holmes Ellis. Mgr . E II. Outland. Supt.
.. Phone753 8220 --
G AND H-MOBILE HOMES Hendon's Service Station
Closed On Sunday
Phillips 66 Products
No 4th Street Phone 753-1911
eemtd: ' New & Used
....,.cs,iscavicie ANn I.. .,I .,.. .......ITN.
-arra...
"' 0 G" - .4 • On_ G rionsoN
753 2985 HOME P., 456 5600
00
Tom's Pizza Palace
The Best Pia, In Keakacky
,
Southside Restaurant
Feeds Ky. Lake Catfish Fri. and sm.
Mate Lunches Daily Banquet Room Facilities
leg Churches, Clubs and All Social Meetings
So. Side Manor Shopping Center 753 3692
Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.
"Per All Your Fertiliser Needs"
Murray Ky. -Phone 753-1033
Indoor Comfort Center
Division of Freed Cotham Co.,
.Inc
Heating Sheet Metal Air Conditioning
- 
8th at Chestnut Phone 753 4832
.
Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
Blocks a ihilidr-Iiii CONSPOWN,.:
East Main Street Phone 753-3540 --
Lassiter Auto Sales
North 12th Street Phone 753-2221
Colonial House Smorgasbord
A Choice Selection of Relishes Salads
Oileeis - Vegetables and Desserts
' Fast Service Open Sundays
Hwy 641 North Phone 753 2700.,_
West Ky. Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
. Filmic 753 5012
...,
Cain & Taylor Gulf Service
Used Cars — Minor Repairs
1g73.5&2 Night 7S3-I5413
- - ---- -
•
Alexander's Help Yourself Store
- ,, A Complete Line eik Groceries '
The Best in Fresh Meats









Southern States Industrial Council
THE I3RITISH EXAMPLE
The victory of the British Coo-
servative Party at the polls in
June was of interest to conserva-
tive-minded citizens throughout
the English-speaking world. Not
only did the Labor Party receive
a severe setback, but socialism
was rejected by British voters
as the wave of the future.
Many of the socialist concep-
tions that have gained currency
In the United States, Canada,
Australia and other English-spe-
aking natinns were developed in
Britain by the Labor Party and
the FabLan Society. The Labor
Party triumph at the end of Wor-
ld War 11, which swept out the
government of Winston Church-
ill, enormously encouraged soc-
ialists In America and elsewhe-
re.
Unlike Great Britain, the Unit-
ed States has never been run by
a party or an administration
that openly proclaimed itself so-
cialist. Yet socialist ideas re-
gardlog private property andpub-
lic administration permitted such
American political movemagt
as the New Deal, Fair Deal, New
Frontier and Great Society. The
American Left grew up on poli-
tical doctrines shaped by British
political and social theOrLsts such
as the late Harold laski British
leftwing journaLs such as the New
Statesman and the London Obser-
ver have an intellectual impact
on the Left-Liberals in the Unit-
ed States.
Thus it is instructive to con-
sider the repudiation of the Lab-
or Party by the British elector-
ate. The British people have had
years of experience with govern-
meet by socialists. And when they
chose a new Parliament in June
they decided that they wanted
government by Conservatives.
The British electorate learned
the hard way that socialism isn't
the answer to tht. problems of
modern societies. They OW
that oppressive taxation of pro-
ductive Oily-ens (the classical
socialist idea of redLstributieg
the wealth by taxation) doesn't
increase the real wealth of a
people. They learned that pass-
ionate talk about social and ec-
onomic reform isn't a substitute
for efficient management of the
ublic business. .[Ind
They learned that political lea-
ders in debt to union leaders
and leftwing ideologues aren't
In a position to develop the right
of environsient tore foreign
trade — and Britain lives on for-
eign trade.
Finally, British voters realiz-
ed that the socialists, with their
doctrinaire old-fashioned "one-
world" philosophy, were incapab-
le of doing anything about the flood
of immigration from Common-
wealth countries in Asia and Cari-
bbean — immigration that is fast
changing the character of an Aa-
glo-Saxon society.
So the British have gone back
to the Conservatives who place
reliance on private initiative,
who believe that government sh-
ould remove burdens from the
backs of the taxpayers, and who
understand the central impor-
tance of practical economics.
Hopefully, the American people
will take note of the British
experience of recent years and
the British decision to discard
the leadership of the socialists.
The United States took a step
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Mrs. Glean Adams, Rt.. 1,
Farmington; Mrs, Lacy Willia-
ms, Rte. 5, Murray; Miss Lisa
Ketso, Rte, 1, Box 149, Murray
Mrs, Cults Kilian, Rte.', Hada:
Mr. Billy Erwin, Rta. 2, HAW;
Mrs. Linda Barnett and Baby
Boy, Rte. 2, Puryear, Tem.;
Mrs. Effie Adams, Cony. Div.
No. 2; Mr. ho Morris, 618 Broad
St. Ext, Murray; Mrs. Lucile
Alton, Rte. I, Buchanan, Tem.,
Miss Media Hall, 215 South 12th,
Murray.
AWARE6 BONE
PHILADELPHIA (UP 1) —
Police Commissioner Frank L.
Rizzo gave out 25 commenda-
tions and one shinbone Wednes-
day. The bone and one of the
commendations went to King, a
German shepherd, who put
police on the trail of a suspect
In a $3,100 bank robbery in
April,
HABIT BECOMES FATAL
DOUGLAS, Isle of Man
(UP Robert Cannon, 68,
ohoked to death on a big wad of
chewing gum, a coroner
Inquest reported Wednesday.
Cannon's doctor told the
inquest his patient had been
"an inveterate gum chewer."
when it rejected continuation of
the Great Society, an American
version of the socialist concep-
tion of society. But much yet
remains to be done Mb iliterein
of government personnel, reor-
ganhing federal departments,
and in electing members of Con-
gress who understand the falsity
of American-style notions of soc-
ialism.
It is not easy in either Britain
or the United States to get rid
of political holdovers, The Bei-
tLsh government is run by a per-
manent Civil Service, and the
Laborites have been enrolling
members for many years since
the end of World War 11. In the
United States, federal departmen-
ts have been packed with liber-
als since New Deal days. The
Eisenhower administration
really cleaned house in the
1950s, and then came the New
Frontier and Great Society. As
a result, many of President Nix-
on's plans are sabotaged from
within the federal departments,
Improvements can and must
be made at election time, how-
ever. This year, the congress-
ional elections, especially the
Senate races, hold the key to the
future, If the United States is to
have responsible , conservative
government in the mid and late
seventies, the voters must stren-
gthen theganks of conservatives
In Congress. The situation is
especially critical in the U. S.
Senate, which is out of touch
with the growing grassroots con-
servatism on basic issues.
The point to bear in mind Ls that
aservatives can win elections.
ialism and liberalism don't
epresent the wave of the future,
xperience with socialism per-
es a people that conserva-
m makes sense. That's the
meaning and significance of the
British parliamentary elections.
Daybook of America 1173°CrAIRIN—NAr
cAg. In 18th Century America, legig-
NO• lative bodies were not composed
predominantly of lawyers. A relatively pro-
portional representation of persons with
still other self-assertive or protective in-
terests such as farmers, seafarers, shop.
craftsmen, merchants, educators, clergymen__
surveyors and doctors - was prevalent.
though women. Indians, blacks were exclud-
ed. Resistance rose then to conflicts of in-
terest embodied by lawyers framing so much
legislation innately beneficial financially and
Influentially to their profession.
Forceful action against abuse df powers
of judges and exactions by their professional
colleagues in law was contributory to the up-
rising of "Regulators " in North Carolina.
as noted earlkar in this series. Later in 1770,
responsiveness to 'aroused "Associators" in
Maryland moved that colicny's assembly to
attempt to diminish fees collectable under
British authority by officials, lawyers and
the clergy of the Church of England (which
Roman Catholics, Jews, or agnostrcs were
obligated to pay).
'Me most successful lawyer in ca- colony
at the time, Daniel Dutany, Jr., son of an
immigrant from Ireland, had written trench-
antly on The Propriety of Imposing Tex.. In
the British Colonies, le., without representa-
tion in the Pailtament and the Colonists' con-
sent In this- he advocated united colonial -
endeavors to bring the British to -terms. But-
did not demur when the royal governor pro.
rogued the assembly for its attempt to re-
duce the obnoxious fees.
One lawyer did arise then to espouse the
popular cause: Charles Carroll of Carrollton.
who was to remain a staunch self•sacrifle-
ing patriot and eventual signer of the Dec-
laration of Independence for Maryland.
Significantly, when Maryland established
an independent legislature under a new con-
stitution. in 1777, one of the early actions
was voting of the first income tax in Amer-
ica It was laid upon the clear annual profits
of puirtte officials and lawyers.
TY:11".
6(4kv.Tlit
Daniel Dulaney. the Youn-
ger, and him signature.








FRANKFORT, Ky. — John B.
Calvert, former chief of the Liq-
uified Gas Bureau in the Pubi
Safety Department has buena.
ed state fire marshal.
The appointment fills a vac-
ancy that has existed since Billy
D. Williams resigned April 15,
and was announced by PubLie
Safety Commissioner William 0.
Newman.
Newman said Calvert was to
take over the post immediately.
As Fire marshal, Calvert will
also head up the PubLic Safety
Department's Fire Preventice
Division.
Warren E. Southworth, who
served as acting fire marshal
following Williams' resignation
will continue in his regular post
as chief general inspector and
assistant division chief in the
Fire Prevention Division.
Calvert is a native of Morehead
where he once served as am
leer fire fighter and presided
of that city's Chamber of Comm-
erce.
. A Reputiican, he came to Fra-
nkfort on Jan. 1, 1969 to take
over direction of the Liquified
Gas Bureau, a post he held until
his resignation last April 1 when
he returned to MorMead to join
an insurance firm there.
TO MAKE STUDY
WASHINGTON (UPI)— The
New York architect -engineer.
lag firm of Praiger-Kavanaugh-
Waterbury has been picked by
Congress to make a $175,000
study of what to do about the















KENTUCKY FRIDAY JULY 3, 1970
Kentuckians' Response to Road
Emergency Will be Quick, Able
A DEMONSTRATION
...someday it might be the real thing
mai
DROTINS OUT VOICE OF DOOM
...Ernest Murphy sounds alert










Medical experts returning from both Korea
and Vietnam say seriously injured soldiers have a
better chance of survival in a combat zone than
feriously injured persons on the average public road'
in the 'United States, becauielrfedical care also is
usually close at hand in a combat zone.
Probably. those injured on Kentucky streets
and roads have a better chance because of the pro-
gram launched recently by Gov. Louie B. Nunn
through the departments of Public Safety and
Highways.
Under the program, some 300 state employes
who regularly travel the streets and roads of the
commonwealth in the course of their regular duties,
have been trained to treat the injured. Some 3000
traveling state workers will get the emergency train-
ing under the program. The Kentucky program has
been called a breakthrough in the U.S. by federal
highway safety spokesmen in Chicago.
BE PREPARED TO HELP
.a simple bandaging technique
BEEN -THINKING ABOUT LATELY..







0 11,70 .• U.d),...••••
by Charles M. Schulz
A5 I.JE ARE 6ATNERE2 HERE
IDDAY ON THIS SOLEMN CCCA510N,









HIS FACE TAI,473 NOT
AN ACT OF Vita4R,
15 IT??
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SHORE IS WRAPPED FUNNY —
BUT IT'S MAH ONLY SUBSTITUTE
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REAL ;STAT1 PO R SALMI
LOOKING FOR your dresnilw
home then you need to take $
look at this beautiful brick
home on south 10th Street. It
has 4 or 5 bedrooms. Extra
large tamily room with fire--
piece, play noom a and kitchen
in lower floor for those hot
days when you don't went the
other disturbed, baths, carpet,
central heat and air, lege lot.
It has it all. Take a look and
you will be convienced ado.
ON MELROSE we have a 4-bed-
room home with 2 beautiful
ceramic tile baths, carpet, cen-
tral beet and air, Breathe% open
court, two car garage and is
vacant.
EXTRA NICE 3-bedroom brick
on Park Lane. This house is 4
year* old but looks like new.
Has family room, utility, lots of
closet said storage space, beau-
tiful draped air conditioned,
owners are leaving town. You
can have an early liosiession
date.
48 ACRES of land at Wiewell
with some of the nicest shady
lots in county. Has paved road
on two aided This land can be
bought with new 3-bedroom
brick or jug the land.
80 ACRES of land 3 inner east
of Elm Grove Church on Irmo
Cobb Rd, $3500.
WE HAVE a 3-bedroom brick
on the Cokes Camp Ground Road
on 1 acre of land. This is a
very nice house and is priced
to sell at only $18,000.
NEAR Posed Springs Chards
we have. 5-room brick homes
In sight of Keesicky Lake on
paved road. Has pert basement,
on 1 acre Mealy lot, $18,500.
NEAR PUNT Church we have
a 3-bedroom brick with central
beat and air conditioning, car-
pet in living room and hall, 6
acres of land, garage, $22,000.
This house is rented, mint be
shown by appointment only.
ON RYAN Avenue 1% blocks
from University Camino WE
have a 3-bedroom brick with
den. This house has just balsa
decorated mid is ready for rib
oupancy. Possession with deed,
trn1701.7 are interested in d-e asking for a bid.
oome property we have some '
extra good property. No. 1 lo-
cated at 1101 Main Street. This
has a house with private apart-
moot upstairs and garage apart-
merit You condd have on extra
nice living quarters and a good
income. This is on a barge shady
lot.
ON NORTH 16TH Street, Ext
we have s 2-bedrocim brick and
two 3-room spartmeots. The
apartments are renting for
$180.00 per month. U this type
isoome with s nice place to
live sounds interesting take a
look at this.
ON NORTH 12th Street we have
a house with two agiartinents
completely new inside and a
priced at $15,250.
6-ROOM frame house and 3 ac-
res of land near Van Cleve for
$8,000.
WE HAVE a new 3-bedroom
brick is Canterbury Estates that
Is extra nice and extra well
built Has large family room,
2 baths, double carport, outside
storage, central heat and air,
large lot, in city school, paved
streets, city sewer and owner
will trade for cheaper house or
term.
WI ARE SELLING Red Estate
at Roberts Realty, if you have
property to sell or trade check
with us we need your listings.
Call Hoyt or Ray Roberts at
753-1651 or come by and see us
at 305 Maio Street. We like to
talk red estate. July-6C
KENIANA SHORES, Mobile
Home Lot, BO' x 200', full price
1605; $10 per month Water
avoidable, lake was" 436-5320
July-3-C
A WOMAN'S drama home, ens-
tem-built by Owen; luxurious;
&oats galore; huge kitchen;
two baths; carpeted, drapes,
sun room; central beat and air,
Bret:gee; tile foyer; indirect
lighting; intorcom, double ga-
rage; three bedrooms, much
more. Must be seen. 7534705,
804 North 20th. H-July-3-C
BY OWNER: thee houses in
New 'Concord on Hwy., 1 two
apartment 1, nine room home,
both brick veneer. 1, three bed-
room, large garage, all have
walltoorrill carpeting, storm
windows sod doors, inadated.
Priced for quick sale. Gardie R.
Jones, Route 2, Hazel, Kentucky
phone 4V-2353. July-3-P
zo••••••••••••••••














0 Swat 'ern ...stomp 'em ... spray 'e m-and still the "ugh
insects can be found in the cleanest 
households. ah
41 Even the newest homes have crevices and cracksl:
,
am that can admit and conceal wood ticks, 
stIve fish
-ii roaches     and an the °the+ -ugh" insects IP
0 What can you do about d? C" 74"1" 
Per 5615
. Ineemetten 41






























/30STON TERRIER puppies. six
wee im aid. Has been wormed.
Black with white markings.
!Whig ARC registered, mother
not registered Will sell reason-
able. Cali 753-8090 or 753-1790
after 5:00 p. at. TFNC
CASH AND CARRY. New load
oispet Commercial type hi-
deosity robber back, $3.95 sq.
yd. Heavy shag $3.95 sq. yd.
Also in dock. Big bargain pile.
$1.90 sq. yd. and 12.90 sq. yt
for anything in pile whits it
L. Paochall's Discount Houma,
Basel, Kentucky 4924733. We
will be open 4th of July.
FOR SALE OR RENT: House
trailer, 10' x 111', '61 model.
Phone 753-7866 or 753-6231.
August-l-C
FOR longer weer keep carpets
clean with Blue Lustre. Rent
electric de:wooer $1. RN N-
ALLY-SC
PRINCIUN '112USS. tiny guaran-
teed. 4-100 nylon, W. & W.;
1160x13. $16.72; 7367.14. Via&
75g14, $19.92; 82.5x14. $30.70;
115x14, $21.02; 775x15, $19201;
USIA 00-51; 645115. ;11.7a;i
SOWS, $23.38. Uncle Jeffs.
Joiy4-13
SEAL ESTATE POE ORLY
BEAUTIFUL eircooditioned 3-
bedroom brick, hinny room
&Atha. carport, storsoe room,
posy gable, city, water, Lim
acres, paved road. Nese Bent-
on, Kentucky. $now Phone
1-6024274197. TEC
TWO LOTS at Panorama Shores,
located on Jacks Creek. Call 436-
MO. SYNC
HILP WANTED
WANTED: someone who does
ironing to their home. Have
mostly permanent prose items.
Will deliver and pick up. Call
753-7830 after 5:00. July-3-P
$415 te $535
Monthly Starting Salary
or two representatives to re.
resent large corporation. Age
21 or over, establehed resideot
o, travel. Our pie inoludes
howital, and life incn.
coverage for you and your
bendy. Also pension and vaca-
plan. Mast be able to sa-
nesponebtlity. Contact Mr.
Tuesday, July 7th from
m. to 8 p. m, aid the Holiday
Murray, Ky July-6-C
p.
761/2 ACRE FARM ao Irvin -
Cobb Road, $14,000.00. Phone
Hayfield 2474505. July-3-NC
C. 0. BONDURANT ReaLty &
Tax Serve*. Member "Multiple
Listing". To buy or sell call




If Too are loolting t• add t•
yfre pres•M tacms. leek lre
further, lt route ef geed waft
pesiociog U ii weeding mai
chinas can bst ••tablistsod for
you In this vicinity of your
roolollowca
Ill• s•Iiing a* soliciting' A
...viewable Cal IS nec•ssory
Most %SIMI ISVII•11141111 at wool
*Ads boo to occosnolisa co
•toickiog of machines.
A sinter* person tail% ••
as 8500 to A2.500 t• invest
io this /swine*. can rem to
s SI 000 pot moot!, income
situation
r.ply etworld
rolaronc•I snid phone •...plwr
isstio
Blom 32,U, Murray, Ky.
J4-1
IMMEDIATE employment, $140
00 per week. Full erne. No lay
off. Military completed. Phone
Paducah 4444821 July4-C
PART TIME work, $3.30 per
hour. Military completed. Phone
444411111. - Ju1y-6-C
SERVICES OPPORID
CARPENTRY: are or emmuditil
hag Far hie aghast= eaR
Bewley Balmy 4961120. TIT
PROFESSIONAL Piiimitag. 34.
twice and unarm% Retereseen
Irmo artimatae. Phone Must
istpac
COMPLETE MOSILJI HOME RE-
PAIR SERVICE. Bills Mobile
Home Repairs all makes and
modelle. OW day or night Cal-
vet City 398-7553. long dis-
call collect, Fast *fie-
&int service at reasonable cost.
TYC
SAWS FILED, lawn mowers sad
email enp/lanoes repaired and
Ord *ads sharpened. 512 B.








WC HAUL HAY. Have hay
truck_ Hem crew. Phone 7I3,
4101 or 753-3501. July414C
DRESS MAKING, no alter*ions.
remonebte rated CA 753-7551.
FLOOR BANDING sod enikah-
Inc new and old Soon, work
guaranteed, 25 years experience.
John Taylor, Wingo, Kentucky,
Route 2, 42088, phone 376-2998.
August-7-C
WILL DO baby sitting or iron-
ing in my home. Phone 753-
7719. July-7.P
CARD OF THANKS
The New Providence Riding
Club would like to express their
sincere appreciation to all the
merchants and friends who
sponsored their Horse Show on
June 27.
ITC
BAY GELDING, one-ball Thor-
sugb,bred, one-balf Quarter
horse. 31/2 years old. Moving.
Phone 753-4118. July-7-C
AIR CONDITIONER, used three
months, GE, 18,000 BTU, $185.
Cadi 753-6060. July-8-NC
TV ANTENNA and Rotary, one
year old. Call 753-5820. July4-P
TWO SCHOOL desk chairs, ba-
by stroller mid baby walker.
Phone 7534773.
175 OC MOTORCYCLE, 2,600
miles. Excellent condition.
Phone 753-5383 days. July-6-C
BEAUTIFUL Siamese kittens,
makes lovely gift. Also stud
service. 1 y.oing male for sale.
Call 753-8268. July-7-C
1970 YAMAHA 260. Lass than
1,000 miles Must sell. Phone
733-6208 July-10.P
NEW mid used tires. Flats fix-
ed. Vinsoo's Tractor Co. Phone
753-4892. H-1TC
3-POINT HTICH 5 1. heavy duty
rotary cutters with stump jump-
er, big gear box and solid tail
wheel, $336.00. Also 4 ft. mo-
dels. New and used 1 and 2 row
cultivators. Vinoon's Tractor Co.
Phone 7534802. H-1TC
AU.. TRACTOR equipment and
wagon sell or trade for Rims
of mad value. CALI 7511411,1
after 5 p. m. J'alyC
OLD ANTIQUE Oak mantle.
"sharp". Plane 753-4516 after
6.00 p. la. July-3-NC
POE RENT
YOUR-BEDROOM, two batik
brick Nxise, 1009 Sharpe Street
$116 month. Yearly Waist Ail-
ply at ledger and Times. TYC
2-BEDROOM apartment, kitchen.
hell and bath. utilitise paid-
Cm 753,39411. SYNC
BUILDING for automive work.
Air compressor and hot water
furnished, nice office. Phone
753,3018. July-7-C
12' x 50 TWO-BEDROOM me
bile borne. Air cooditioned
washer. Nice location. Specie
summer rates. Phone 901442
5370. July-7-F
THREE-BEDROOM brick on $1.I
Irma Phone 492-8283. July-7-C
20 FT. PONTOON boat By the
day or by the week. Phone 753
5734 or 7534406. July-8-C
10 IT. WIDE two-bedroom rip>
bile home. Air conditioned, au
tomatic washer, shady lot,
vete drive, $70.00 per month
Phone 4804523. July-3-C
34EDROOM HOME, 3% miles
ma east highway, city water. Al-
aft 3-room furnished sOnftinetst
for couple for two months.
Phone 753-1790. July-6-P
TWO-BEDROOM unfurniatied
house on the comer of 7th and
Vine. Phone 753-2818 July-6-C
THREE-ROOM furnished apart-
merit Private bath, 1411 Poplar'
Street. Phone 75341176.
July-7-C
TWO BEDROOM turniadied a-
partment Zimmerman Apart-
ments, South lath Stmt. Phew
7534600. --   July-7-C
ONE NICE dining table with
formica top and four chairs.
Phone, 753-3706. July-7.P
A -GOOD USED electric Friel-
Owe range, white. Phone 753-
%25. July-7-C
GARAGE SALE: Household it-
ems, furnishings, clothing and
other item, at 1604 Kirkwood
horn 9 till 6, Friday. ITC
BT OWNER, 1870 Countess mo-
bile borne. 160. Phone 486
3801 or 480-3511. July-7'C
. AUTOS FOE SALA
AEC REGISTERED Toy Apricot
Poodle, six weeks oid. Phone
7534330. Also stud service.
July-8.0
ARC REGISTERED Collie Pup-




A-1 condition. Can be seen at
Kurile Supply or mil 753-3361.
July-6C
17%' FOLBOT Kayak (excellent
fishing boat) complete with pad-
dles and life Jackets. Also: slide
projector, lenticular projecting
soreen. 35 ma camera, 35 oug
photo enlarger and some an
ceisortes, and portable Zig-Zsa
mering machine. Call 753-277t
Wore 8 p. m. or see at 1014
Payne Street. July-644C
NO TIME TO PANIC
BIRMINGHAM, England
(CPI) -Christine Palmer, 18,
was the only one home
Wednesday when her mother,
Barbara, 39, began to give birth
prematurely-so she acted as ,
midwife, delivering twin girls.
"I knew what to do almost
Instinctively," said Christine,
who wants to be a nurse. "1 did
not really have time to panic."
AN ILL. WIND
PRESTWICK, Scotland (UPI)
-Richard Torbitt, 13, found a
parachute while walking with
friends Wednesday on a Prest-
wick beach and decided to put
It on.
A sudden gust of wind came
along, dragging Richard off
before his friends could ban
him. He was rescued a short
dine later when the parachute




lisp OPEL GT. Excepution-
,-. ally nice. Red finish.
'Save $1,000 from origin-
al sticker price!
1967 MERCURY Cougar. 3
speed, special wheels.
Clean. Only $1.595.00. -
1968 DATSUN Pickup. Two
to choose,from, both ex-
tra clean: 8-ply
overload Springs. 6-foot
, bed. Only $1,393.00.
1957 DA'TSUN 4-Door Sedan.
Air conditioner, Ti e w
tires. Real economy.
Only $995.00.
1964 FORD 2-Door Hardtop
V-8, sharp. $595.00.
1963 CHEVY Impala 4 Door
Sedan. V-8, extra nice.
$695.06. - •





19611 GTO 4 speed Nice.
$795.00.
198 SIMCA 4 - Door. Radio
and heater. A real buy!
Up to 35 m.p.g. Only
$49600.
1466 "1600 SPORTS CAR". 2
to choose from. Real
nice. Only $1,095.00.
964 CHRYSLER "300" 2 Dr.
Hardtop.. Automatic and








.L. 4J IJJSIVE DISTRIBIJTORS
CAlcrj :0'1'64Y8:1.1i)TR Bi RSTDAT-IONCorner h Main Phone 753.5
AUTOS POI SALE
1989 JEEP, tour wheal drive.
low =Beep. has two tops. Call
733-71/10. TIC
1984 PLYMOUTa Fury, V-8,
door sedan. RA good car.
Phone 753-4318 alter 8:00 p. a.
J uly -3-N C
1968 WILCAT. All power with
air. Phone 753-4518 after 8:00
p. in. July-S-PIC
1967 CHEVROLET Impala Sport
Coupe, V-8, automatic, power
steering, air conditioning,
906 Reason tor selling,




1987 CHRYSLER New Yorker
four door hardtop with air and
power. 1968 El Camino Chevro-
let pick-up, automatic, V-8, pow-
er steering and vinyl roof. Cain
and Taylor Gulf Station. Corn-
er of 8th and Main. July-3-C
1988 FORD Torino Fastback GT.
1970 New Chevrolet pick-up
truck. Cain and Taylor Gulf Sta-
tion. Corner of 6th and Main.
July-3-C
LOST POUND
17 FT INSULATED Van on
1968 GEC 2% too chassis. Van
body A-1 with metal floor. Ideal
for contractors, storage, etc. '
Truck needs motor repair. Best
offer over $450.00. Phone 753-
2700
LOST: man's Umlaut watch at
Einlake Golf court. Rectangu-
lar face and gold band, $25.00
reward, If found call 753-1918
July-7-P
LOST: bunch of keys between
13th and 12th on south side of
Poplar at 6:00 a. in., Tuesday
morning. Please return to 1.203
Poplar or phone 753-2745.
July-3-P
1963- MUSTANG 289 Cruise-e-
metic, $730.00 or will make
reasonable trade. Phone 751-
8812 or 753-8734. Can be seen
at Starta Mobile Homes.
July-3-C
1969 CHEVROLET Impala two-
door hardtop with factory air
and power steering. Low mile-
age car. 1987 Olds 98 Luxury
sedan. Factory air and all pow-
er. Vinyl roof. Cain and Taylor
Gulf Station. Corner of 8th and
Main. July-3-C
1965 FALCON sedan, 6-cylind-
er automatic. 1967 Buick La-
Sabre. Nice car with air and
power. Cain and Taylor Gulf
Station. Corner of 6th and gnu.
July-3-C
FOUND: two small part Beagle
female puppies about 8 weeks
Phone 753-1833, 903 Payne
July-7-C
1906 OLDS 98 with factory air
and all power. 1966 Ford Fair-, 
Woe two door hardtop. Cain and
Taylor Gulf SteitAmo. Corner of
Alit and Main.
JA hen 1.ineoln was chosen as
Nebraska's capital site in 1007,
it had a population of 30.
* * *
The average adult muskrat
weighs 2 1/2 pounds.
« *
A maple or oak tree may ex-
pose as much as four acre. of
leaf surface to the sun.
It *
-
The monarch butterfly is
one of the few insects that mi-
grate.
NOTION
CASH or good trade in for your
old piano. Leech's Music and
TV. Phone 753-7576. July-7-C
MOBILE HOME insurance
Broad coverage, low maw Call
us before you buy. Galloway
Insurance it Real Estate Ag-
ency. Phone 753-5842, Murray,
Ky. July-11-C
MONEY TO LOAN for new ma
used automobiles, trucks, boats
and motors, mobile homes,
campers, camping trailers and
motorcycles. See your MIA In-
seance Agent at 203 South 8tb
cell 753-1222.
kl-July4-C
YOU ARE cordially invited to
attend a gospel meeting with
he Coldwater Church of Christ,
July 6-11. Services are at 3
i'clock each afternoon and at
1:45 each evening. Mr. 0. D.
1IcKendree is the speaker.
July-10-C
DUTLAND CEMETERY Notice:
The annual meeting at the Out. k
land Cemetery will be Wednes-
day, July 15. All who are in-
terested please come or send
your contribution for the wyp






After July II. IS% hie* ,
Will si- addid isc-7
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
Administration has been
granted by the County Court
upon the following estate, to-
Lubie
Dec'd.,
Agnes McDaniel, Route 7,
Murray,- Kentucky, ActrOlnearie
trix.
Bobbie Jacque Marvin, Dec'd.,
Juanita Marvin, Route 6, Mur-
ray, Kentucky, Adrainistratrix.
Katie I. Covington, Deed,
Carl M. Stout, Sr., Adminis-
trator, Route 7, Money, Ky.
Mary Virginia Hamilton,
Deed.,
James E. Haunaton, 912 Syca-
more, Murray, Administrator.
Nell G. Farmer, Dec'd.,




Elizabeth H. Marsha/1, Hazel,
Kentucky, Executrix.
Finley Barger, Dec'd.,
7Rima Jean Barger, Route 7,
Murray, Kentucky, Administni-
trix.
All persons having claims
against add estates are notified
to present than to the Admin-
istrator or Executors verified
according to law, sane to be
presented to said Administrat-
ors or Executors in due course
of low.
_ This 1 day of July, 1970,•
Marvin Harris, Clerk
By Judith Ainley DC
1TP
Britten McDaniel,
ISO PONTIAC two door hard-
top. 1984 Pontiac Bonneville
(Ialirour door hardtop with factory
and all power. Cain and
Taylor Gulf Station. Coiner of
ilth and Main. July-3-C
1966 BUICK Wildcat lip bo-
tany air and all power. Local
at. 1962 Bukk Mallon wagon
with aka and power. Rack on
top. Cain and Taylor Gulf Sta-
tion. Corner of 6th and Main.
July4-C
BODY MAN SPECIAL, 1967
Buick 4 door, 10,000 actual
miles, drive owe for $695.00
Call 436-6570. July-6-C
BY OWNER: 1988 GMC, six
cylinder. Handy van, excenent
condition, $1000.00 cash. Phone
4924733. 1T!'
MONNIMERY WARD & CO.
(Serving America for 55 Years)
Offers an emelt/to opportunity to operate a business of
your own. We art interested in a qualified Sales oriented
person with previous retail experience to own and Opt'
rate a catalog store in Murray, Kentucky.
If you are willing to accept responsibility in return for a














Butler Feels That NEA
Sanctions Are Mistake
Butler told reporters that he
doweet tbink sanctions against
Kentucky would be oearly as
hatmful as most peopie think.
Re said his ceainioe IS based on.
conversations with state of&
cials in Florida and Utale two
ewes where the NEA has isn-
pcieed sanctions in the past.
' The inquiry to determine
whether the NEA should impose
sanctions representing "a de-
claration of condemnation" ie
gainst the Kentucky school sy•
stem will be comiucted by a
team of educators from outside
the state.
The investigation was request-
ed by the Kentucky Education
Aasociation (KEA) in the wake
of a atifteride strilm leg' Whi-
ter.
Tbe KRA charged that Gov.
Louie B. Nunn and the state
General Assembly have "tailed
in their responsibility" to public
schools.
It was alieeed the state gov-
ernment had failed to provide
sufficient funds and impeded
°Roses of local groups to im-
prove the quality of education.
The NEA cited an absence of
kindergarten and prekindergar-
ten programs in ail but a few
Kentucky diatrict, sin average
of seven library books per child
when the national standard is
20 limited 'penal programs,
per pupil expenditure of law
when the national average is
$702, • ratio of 34 pupils per
tember, and low wearies.
Tbe investigation will be at-
ranged by the NEA's commis-
sion for Professional Bights and
Responsibilities.
Two-Ball Foursome
To Be Held At
Oaks On Saturday
A two-ball foursome will be
.held at the Oaks Country Club
on Saturday, July 4, beginning
at 9:00 am. Anyone wishing to
play who is not already entered
can be paired up at the tee or
can call David Thompson, 753-
5038. A family potluck dinner
will be Sleeved at noon. All mem-
bers a injil ed to attend. -
The and starting 
es
9:00 an. -'1. P. and Imam
Parker, James and Bobby Buck-
9:01 - Neal and Carolyn
Lane, Ken and Lynda Adam-
9:14 - Jim and Patsy Netel,
Hillard and Mabel Rogers.
9:11 -- Amos and 66d1
kett, Jerry and Elsa Upton.
9:28 - Billy and Polly Seale,
George and Peggy Oakley.
9:35 - Claude and Marilyn
Adkins, Jerry ved Shalt 'lire-
0:41 - Merilyn Tidwell and
Bill Nelson, Waiter Jones and
Grace James.
9:48 - Doris and Allen Rose,
Bob and Dorothy Fike
9:55 - Don and Myrtle Mae
Grogan, Jim and Nelly Bryan.
10:02 - Gene and Nancy Wil-
lis, Mickey and Della Boggess.
10:09 - Deter and Burlene
Brewer, David and Arm Thomp
Quotes From The News
By UNWED PRLSEI INTERNATIONAL
CINCINNATI- A resolution passed by the 61st annual convention
of the NAACP, calling for an end to the war:
"We cannot help noting that billions of dollars are being spent
in a cruel, inhuman and unjust Ilk in Southeast Asia - while the
nation is spending a mere pittoece on the poverty that exists
within its boundaries."
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. -Cartoonist Al Capp, commenting on the
state of  seehusetts after finding out state registration law
forbids his running against Democratic Sen. Edward M. Kennedy:
"A state that doesn't object to a visit from Abbie Hoffman or Je-
rry Rubin but (lees object to visit from the vice president is not a
healthy state."
WASHINGTON - Los Angeles Negro minister Rey, Es W. Hill,
commenting on the "silenced majority" theory U applied to
-
"We try to say where we standiebet somebody keeps turning
down the volume."
NEW YORK - House Speaker John McCormack, testifying in
federal court that he did mot know favors and influence were
being sold from his congressional office:
"Pm not an inquiring fellow."
CROP DUSTING
ee CORN BORER WORK
WEED CONTROL
se CORN WORMS AND GRASSHOPPERS
IN SOY BEANS
ioo TOBACCO
Fly On Herbicides and Pesticides Keep Growl-
Vehicles Out of Your Field!
- CALL -
COV1L 753-3304
or Mrs. Leon Cooper - 753-4755
With 110 beautifully decorated rooms. Right across the
street from Baptist Hospital and Memphis Medical
Center. Swimming Pool.
The food is exquisiteberepared and served in the con-
genial atmosphere of the-beautiful Prime Rib Room.
and at popular prices. -
Entertainment nightly in the Beale Street East Lounge.
Banquets. sales meetings, conferences are welcome at
the Sheraton and receive special attefftion in the beauti-





MB Union at East oal
U.S. H'ways 64, 70, 79
SHERATON MOTOR INN
Ille THE HEART OF THE MEDICAL CENTRE
plenty, Plenty Parking Magnificient Hospitality
-e
THE LEDGER St TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Jerry T. Stine
Jerry T. Shroat Is
Promoted By Coinpany
EVANSVILLE, hoboes -
Two promotions in the market-
ing research department r f
Mead Johnson Laboratories
were announced today by Don-
ald G. Harris, vice president,
marketing.
William T. Kan has been
promoted to manager, nutrit-
ional marketing studies; and
Jerry T. Shroat to senior an.
abet.
..Shroat Joitied Mead Joannon
In June 1967 as methods analyst
and in April 1968 ha was pro-
moted to product coordinator.
In June 1969 he was promoted
to analyst, his most recent pos-
ition.
Shrogie-ltelfurray nab
ceived his BA. degree in history
from Murray State University
in 1959.
Rain was a medical sales re-
presentative for the Company
from December 1966 in Cleve-
land, Ohio until July 1968. Al.
that time he was promoted to
analyst in the marketing re-
search department in Evans-
ville; and in June 1969 he was
promoted to senior analyst -
the position held until his most
recent promotion.
Special Precautions To Be
aken On State's Toll Roads
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Special
precautions will be taken on
toll roads during the Fourth of
July holiday weekend to save
the lives of drivers that might
be lost through carelessness and
inattentive driving, with par-
ticuler emphasis on the Ken-
tucky Turnpike.
Frank Harsches, HI, executive
director of highway toll facil-
ities, said that "Operation Ex-
press," a program designed to
keep traffic flowing smoothly
on Kentucky's parkways, would
be in effect again during the
upcoming holiday period.
"We will be placing great
emphasis an the Kentucky Turn-
pike," Rancher said, "since
over half of the deaths on Ken
tucky's 430 miles of parkways
this year have occurred on this
40-mile stretch of road."
He continued to say that the
traffic volume on the 15-year
old parkway had increased 16
to 18 percent over last year's
count. When the road was built
engineers predicted that i•
would carry approximately am
SEEN & BEARD
en million vehicles per year W
1.980, but Handier estimates
that the count for 1270 may p
over twenty million.
, "Therefore," Rancher con-
tinued, "we will make every ef-
fort to keep the traffic flowing
* a normal rate. Motorists on
all parkways will be alerted,
through local radio stations of
the weather conditions, traffic
accidents and unusual traffic
conditions."
"On the turnpike, we have de-
signed a method to open an or-
bs lane at toll plazas, should
traffic begin to back up in
either direction. Our emergency
vehicles and trained first aid
personnel will also be on the
alert around the clock."
He urged motorists to detour
the turnpike if at all possible,
since the holiday traffic would
create an unusually large vol-
ume. If not feasible to route a-
round the turnpike, motorists
are advised to drive "with en
treme caution."
Harscher said that he had
notified the Kentucky Traffic
Sedity Coordinating Coamiitteel
of the problem on the turnpike
and that the committee had a-
• • • kited the State Police.
Colonel C. B. Crtuclifiekludtr-"
(Continued From Y.eafe 11 actor of the State Police, said
that the Mr patrol would be
meeting then! at the same
watching the area from Louis-
time. ville south to the Tennessee
FRIDAY - JULY 3. Trir÷ •
INDEPENDENCE DAY makes the biggest of all Old Glories top news. It is 
hanging on side of FItidson's Department Store in Detroit.-The flag is 235
feet long and 104 feet wide. Each star is six feet in diameter and each stripe •
is eight feet wide. It takes a crew of 55 to unfurl it.
•This reminds us of the She "i°7- 11h-thi-----Poilcet air pet. 
about the lady who came te a reL" 
Colonel Crutchfield 11.66.
Sonmeody has got to.:-"Iteld.
"Yield" sign at an intersection
ed, 
"we can watch the Keutueb 
tuckyniumarostate RpTel, iceEr analadned- Kenn,"
Une during the entire hpildaY Kentucky Gains 38
New State Troopers
"anead she
though therethereto waasfulino trafathp• TurnPikethe Weetern'1-651(,eutucgu3d 43rtkimalid Blued new members Thursday 
as the
Intik inhatsilegrsht:IThheeLlelalositwylseyliielin(t. 






By DONALD R. FINLEY
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
nation's unemployment rate tell
last month for the first time
this year, despite the addition
of some 1.3 million workers to
the jobless list.
This seeming paradox is be-
cause of the seasonal adjust-
ments the Labor Department
applies to the unemployment
rate each month to account for
deviations caused by such fact-
ors as harvest time, vacation
periods and winter weather.
The biggest seasonal jolts to
the unemployment rate some in
September and June .vith the
opening and closing of the
school year. That's mainly why
the seasonally adjusted jobless
rate went down last month from
5 per cent to 4.7 per cent even
though actual unemployment
shot up from 3.4 million to 4.7
million.
Teen-agers getting out of
school accounted for about 1
million of the 1.3 million per-
sons added to the unemploy-
ment rolls in June. Some 2 mil-
lion teen-agers joined the labor
force last month, but only half
of them found jobs.
The Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics said the seasonally adjust-
ed rate of unemployment went
down for the first time since
last November because unem-
ploytnent normally goes up 1.5
million in June - 200,000 more
than it actually did. Applying
seasonal adjustments, the .BLS
said unemployment declined
trots 4.1 million in May to 3.9
  millen in June.
Mercury
Timm was the other Lede with
a car jammed full of neighbor-
hood kids who ran a stop sign
and the policeman stops her and
yells "Lady don't you know
when to stop". "They're not all
mine" she snaps, with her eyes
blazing.
A small matter of a lack of com-
munication there.
Best slogan we know of for the
day before the Fourth of July
"Be alive on the Fifth".
(Continued From Page 1)
at a dangerous level, ,alloateps
necessary to want "lhe' public
will be taken.
"I am confident that the game
and fish commission would not
stop short of closing every lake
and stream in Tennessee to fish-
ing Mould such a drastic mea-
sure be deemed advisable," lie
said. ,
The Montgomery meeting win
feature officials from Alabama
and Tennessee state agencies,
the TVA, the federal water qua-
lity control administration, and
ether groups.
Officials are still investigat-
ing the sources of the mercury,
which officials say is certain to
be coming from industrial sour-
ces.
NOW YOU KNOW
by United Press International
The tiny European Pyrenees
country of Andorra has afi an-
nual defense budget- of $4.92
- used to buy fireworks for
ceremonial purposes.
Persimmons are as big as mar-
bles. Not as big as a steely or
a taw, mind you, just regular
marbles. 
_
Mocking Bird going through all
kinds of gymnastics to catch a
bug He got it and flew to a
low branch on the Post Oak to
consume his delicacy.
Old Tree Frog grunting in the
shade.
Sergeant Frank Gibson is due
to come home'-from Thailand
next month.
We know the weather is hot but
see side benefit is that the
grass does not grow so fast.
Gene Gray, Wildlife Artist, will
be at Kentucky Dam Village
State Park on Sunday, July 12.
This Is good weather to work
in an ice plant.
A vacant spot at our house to'
day. Third oldest, daughter-ie
law and granddaughter leave
for California and the oldest
and his wife moved into their
home along with Jazbo the dog.
Wife and us will be like a cou-
ple of beans in a gourd.
Council On
State Police would be appre-
hending speeding motorists at
a rapid rate, but not at such a
rate as to create any traffic ha-
semis through pulling too many
automobiles to the shoulder at
the parkway in one area."
(Continued From Pegs 114)
Assembly in Senate Bill let en-
acted earlier the year.
Designation of an organize-
tian to conduct the study was
ceemed "a most important nea-
ter" by Sparks, a member of
the council committee. He said
finding' and recommendations
would be presented to the coun-
cil first and then to a special
committee of House and Sen-
ate members.
Noting that "Murray State is
extremely pleased to have the
opportunity to serve as host for
the:meeting," Sparks said coun-
cil members will be guests of
the university for both break-
fast and a luncheon on the
meeting date
(Continued From Page 1)
each day with the exception of
the fourth flight (beginners)
who will play only 9 holes each
day.
The players and their Le off
times are.
Championship Flight
Tee off time, 9:00 am. -
Saundra Edwards, Laura Park-
er, Evelyn Jones and Matte
Lowry.
Tee off time, 9:06 a.m.--
Sue Morris, Jerelene Sateen
and Betty Jo Purclom.
Tee off time, 9:16 am. -
Carol Hibbard, Venela Sexteie
and Francis Hulse. -
First Flight
-.Tee off time, 9:24 a.m. -
Ntable Rogers, Grace James,
Norma Frank and Marg
Shuffett.
Tee off time, 9:32 a.m. -
Virginia Jones, Inus Orr, Sue
McDougal and Anna Mary
Adams
Tee off time, 9:40 am
Bobbie Buchanan, Molly
and Mary Alice Smith.
Second Fined
Tee off time, 9:48 am. -
Nancy Fandricle, Marie Weav-
er, Betty Hinton and Nen
Tackett.
Tee off time, 10:00 am. -
Sue Brown, Mew Reed, Doris
Rose and Betty Hunter.
Third Flight
Tee off time, 10:08 a.m. -
Urbana Koenen, Carolyn Lowe
and Jenny Sue Smock.
Tee off time, 10:18 a.m. -
Euldene Robinson, Elizabeth
Slusmeyer and Billie Colson.
Ninth Plight'
Tee off time, 10:24 a.m. -
Mona Purdom, Janice Austin
and Patsy Oakley.
Tee off time, 10:32 a.m. -
Sheila Grogan, Evie Nell Mit-
hell, Marilyn Adkins and Az-
• le Knight.
Tee off time, 9:30 a.m. (No. 7
Kee at Calloway and No. 6 tee at
Oaks) - Beverly Spence Jackie
Ransom, Annette Alexander mid
Dorothy Fike.
line Academy received commis-
sions at ceremonies in the Cap-
itol rotunda.
The new troopers have just
M. 0. Wnsther, executive vice
president of Murray State.
Other voting council mem-




Robert H. English, Henderson;
Gordon H Hood, Ft. Thomas,
Edward F. Pritchard, Frankton;
and Franklin K. Rader, Owens-
t.oro.
Besides Sparks, university
P"' ts serving as es officio
members are: Dr. Adron Doran,
Mcirehead State University; Dr
rueZy University; Dr. Carl M.Downing, Western Ken-
Hill, Kentucky State 
College;as the execetive director. Dr. Robert R. Martin, Eastern
Kentucky -University;Otis
Iwo new council memt)ers - Singletary, University of Ken
Richard D. Cooper of Retard tricky; Dr. Frank Steely, Nor.
and W. Armin Wipe; of Louis- them n Kentucky State College;
vine - will be Officially In-and Dr. Woodrow M. Strickler,
stalled during the meeeng blUniversity of Louisville.
Consisting of nine memben
plus presidents of the state col-
leges and universities as ea of-
ficio members, the coun,li has
its permanent headquarters in
Frankfort with Ted C Gilbert
completed 16 weeks of training
at the academy here. They
bring the state police force to
005. The authorized strength is
651.
The next training class will
begin in September. Ten appli-
cants have already been accept-
ed. To qualify, a man must be
at learn 5 feet 9% inches tall
with weight in proportion to
height, between 21 and 31 years
of age, pass written and physi-
WASHINGTON (UFO- The.
government's crackdown on
drug smugglers netted $2.5
million worth of contraband
last month- including more
than nine tons of marijuana, 43
ounces of uncut heroin, 22 '—
pounds of cocain, 205 pounds of
hashish and more than 100,000
assorted pills.
EARN UP TO
MOVE NOW TO HIGHER INTEREST!
MURRAY BRANCH






Mr. Gene Grey, KM
day, July le, 197e,
at Kentucky Dam V
his University of ICI
EMIM" wawa is a
Mr. Gray was CPT
Kentucky. He grade
three years maiorin
Florida, where he g
loge, Gene wen num




Fellow said he adwaj
ahead. Had an old
he rode as far as he
when he was Mem;
thrown he got off at
Took him longer to
he was going but I
been thrown Yee
We believe it was
who wrote the story
"Red Headed Men's
A prerequisite to be]
this group wae that
bad to be red heac
an organization could
today. Discrimination
Well, our house is c
straight.
The coffee table in t
room is cleaned up i
are no smudges on it
tificial arrangement
returned to one end
magazines are replacs
The shun* prints al
dish that belonged to
grarelmother has bee
back on the lowboy it
tag room.
The kitchen wail h
scrubbed down and
food removed from il







troop levels in South
have dropped to theh
point in more than 40
The announcement C




number of U.S. troop
war zone dropped Iasi
Twenty-One Pero
Cited By The Poll(
Twenty-one persons v
by the Murray Police
ment over the Fourth
holiday weekend, acco
the records of the dep
No traffic accidents
ported in the city since'
by the police departmen
The citations were
reckless driving, three f
ing, one for public drun
one for curfew violate)
for driving while intoxic
for going wrong way on
street, three for drink-in
lie, two for disorderly
• one for disregarding s
one bsr unnecessary rk
one for no operator's
